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FULLY COMPUTABLE A POSTERIORI ERROR ESTIMATOR
USING ANISOTROPIC FLUX EQUILIBRATION
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NATALIA KOPTEVA:
Abstract. Fully computable a posteriori error estimates in the energy norm are given for
singularly perturbed semilinear reaction-diffusion equations posed in polygonal domains. Linear
finite elements are considered on anisotropic triangulations. To deal with the latter, we employ
anisotropic quadrature and explicit anisotropic flux reconstruction. Prior to the flux equilibration,
divergence-free corrections are introduced for pairs of anisotropic triangles sharing a short edge. We
also give an upper bound for the resulting estimator, in which the error constants are independent
of the diameters and the aspect ratios of mesh elements, and of the small perturbation parameter.
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1. Introduction. We consider linear finite element approximations to singularly
perturbed semilinear reaction-diffusion equations of the form
Lu :“ ´ε24u` fpx, y;uq “ 0 for px, yq P Ω, u “ 0 on BΩ, (1.1)
posed in a, possibly non-Lipschitz, polygonal domain Ω Ă R2. Here 0 ă ε ď 1. We
also assume that f is continuous on ΩˆR and satisfies fp¨; sq P L8pΩq for all s P R, and
the one-sided Lipschitz condition fpx, y;uq ´ fpx, y; vq ě Cf ru´ vs whenever u ě v,
with some constant Cf ě 0. Then there is a unique u PW 2` pΩq ĎW 1q pΩq Ă CpΩ¯q for
some ` ą 1 and q ą 2 [9, Lemma 1]. We additionally assume that Cf ` ε2 ě 1 (as a
division by Cf ` ε2 immediately reduces (1.1) to this case).
Our goal is to give explicitly and fully computable a posteriori error estimates on
reasonably general anisotropic meshes (such as on Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2) in the energy
norm defined by
~v~ε ;Ω :“
!
ε2}∇v}2Ω ` Cf }v}2Ω
)1{2
,
where } ¨ }D :“ } ¨ }L2pDq @D Ď Ω. This goal is achieved by a certain combination of
explicit flux reconstruction and flux equilibration.
Flux equilibration for equations of type (1.1) was considered in [1, 3, 4, 7] on
shape-regular meshes (see also [2, Chap. 6] for the case ε “ 1), and in [10] on
anisotropic meshes. The estimators in [3, 4, 7] are based on flux reconstructions,
while [1, 10] employ solutions of certain local problems.
Our approach in this paper differs from the previous work in a few ways.
‚ The fluxes are equilibrated within a local patch using anisotropic weights
depending on the local, possibly anisotropic, mesh geometry (see (5.3)).
‚ Prior to the flux equilibration, divergence-free corrections are introduced for
pairs of anisotropic triangles sharing a short edge (see §6, in particular, (6.2)).
‚ A certain anisotropic quadrature is used on anisotropic elements (see §3).
This is motivated by some observations made in [13], and also enables us to
drop some mesh assumptions made in recent papers [14, 15].
˚The author was partially supported by Science Foundation Ireland grant SFI/12/IA/1683
:Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Limerick, Limerick, Ireland
(natalia.kopteva@ul.ie).
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2‚ Our estimator is explicitly and fully computable in the sense that it involves
no unknown error constants (unlike other estimators on anisotropic meshes,
such as in [10, 14, 15]).
‚ In contrast to [10], an upper bound for our estimator involves no matching
functions (which we discuss below). In fact, the error constant C in the upper
bound (1.2) is independent not only of the diameters and the aspect ratios of
mesh elements, but also of the small perturbation parameter ε.
‚ Unlike [1, 3, 4, 7], and also [23, 18, 20, 19], we consider the semilinear case,
which mostly simplifies the presentation (as f may include a few linear terms).
‚ By contrast, dealing with anisotropic elements requires some non-incemental
changes in the flux construction and also a more intricate analysis compared
to the isotropic-mesh case.
‚ The efficiency of error estimators on anisotropic meshes was addressed in [18,
20, 19] using the standard bubble function approach. However, a numerical
example will be given in §9 that clearly demonstrates that short-edge jump
residual terms in such bounds are not sharp. So, under additional restrictions
on the anisotropic mesh, we shall give a new bound for the short-edge jump
residual terms, and thus show that at least for some anisotropic meshes the
error estimator constructed in the paper is efficient.
The robustness of our estimator, denoted by E , with respect to the mesh aspect
ratios, as well as the small perturbation parameter ε, is demonstrated by the following
upper bound (which follows from Theorems 4.1 and 4.3):
E ď C
!ÿ
zPN
mint1, εh´1z u
››εJz››2ωz ` ÿ
zPN
››mint1, hzε´1u f Ih››2ωz ` ››fh ´ f Ih››2Ω
`
ÿ
TPT
››λT oscpf Ih ;T q››2T ` ÿ
zPN˚BΩ
››λT fhpzq››2ωz)1{2, (1.2)
where C is independent of the diameters and the aspect ratios of elements in the
triangulation T , and of ε. Here N is the set of nodes in T , and ωz is the patch of
elements surrounding any z P N , while Jz is the maximum within ωz of the standard
jump in the normal derivative of the computed solution uh across an element edge,
fh “ fp¨;uhq and f Ih is its standard piecewise-linear Lagrange interpolant. We also
use λT “ mint1, HT ε´1u, HT » diampT q, hT » H´1T |T |, and hz » |ωz|{diampωzq
(and some notation defined in the final paragraph of this section). The boundary
subset NB˚Ω of N is defined in (2.4).
To relate (1.2) to interpolation error bounds (as well as to possible adaptive-
mesh construction strategies), note that |Jz| may be interpreted as approximating
the diameter of ωz under the metric induced by the squared Hessian matrix of the
exact solution (while f Ih approximates ε
24u). Note also that the right-hand side in
(1.2) is similar to the estimator in the recent paper [15], and reduces, in the case of
shape-regular meshes, to a version of the estimator given by [23].
Explicit residual-type a posteriori error estimates for problems of type (1.1) were
also given in [23, 9] on shape-regular meshes, [22, 12, 6] on anisotropic tensor-product
meshes, and [18, 20, 19, 14, 15, 16] on more general anisotropic meshes (for ε “ 1 in
[22, 18]). All these estimates are not fully guaranteed in the sense that they involve
unknown error constants. (The cited papers deal with the energy norm, except for
[6, 9, 12, 14] addressing the maximum norm.)
Note that the error constants in the estimators of [18, 19, 20] (as well as the
upper bound for the estimator [10] that we already mentioned) involve the so-called
3matching functions. The latter depend on the unknown error and take moderate
values only when the grid is either isotropic, or, being anisotropic, is aligned correctly
to the solution, while, in general, they may be as large as mesh aspect ratios. The
presence of such matching functions in the estimator is clearly undesirable, and is
entirely avoided in recent papers [14, 15, 16], as well as in our upper bound (1.2).
Finally, note that a posteriori error estimation on anisotropic meshes presents a
more serious challenge not only compared to the shape-regular-mesh case, but also
to the a priori error estimation. Indeed, there is a vast number of papers showing
that a-priori-chosen anisotropic meshes offer an efficient way of computing reliable
numerical approximations of solutions that exhibit sharp boundary and interior layers.
In the context of singularly perturbed differential equations, such as (1.1) with ε ! 1,
see, for example, [8, 11, 17, 21] and references therein.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we list all triangulation assumptions.
Next, §3 describes the considered finite element discretization with quadrature. The
structure of the reconstructed flux and the main results are presented in §4. The case
hz À ε is addressed in §§5–6, while §7 deals with the case hz Á ε. The efficiency of
the constructed estimator is illustrated by some numerical results in §8. We conclude
the paper by discussing lower error bounds on anisotropic meshes in §9.
Notation. We write a » b when a À b and a Á b, a “ Opbq when |a| À b,
and a À b when a ď Cb with a generic constant C depending on Ω and f , but
C does not depend on either ε or the diameters and the aspect ratios of elements
in T . Also, we write a ! b when a ă c0b with a fixed small constant c0 (used to
distinguish between anisotropic and isotropic elements). The indicator function 1A
takes value 1 if condition A is satisfied, and vanishes otherwise. For any D Ă Ω,
we let } ¨ }D “ } ¨ }L2pDq, and oscpv;Dq “ supD v ´ infD v @v P L8pDq, while ν and
µ, possibly subscripted, denote the unit vectors on BD in the outward normal and
counterclockwise tangential direction, respectively. For any triangles T and T 1 sharing
an edge, a standard notation is used:“
τ ¨ ν‰BTXBT 1 :“ τ ¨ ν ˇˇT ` τ ¨ ν ˇˇT 1 , “Bνuh‰BTXBT 1 :“ “∇uh ¨ ν‰BTXBT 1 .
2. Triangulation assumptions. We shall use z, S and T to respectively de-
note particular mesh nodes, edges and triangular elements, while N , S and T will
respectively denote their sets. For each T P T , let HT be the maximum edge length
and hT :“ 2H´1T |T | be the minimum altitude in T . For each z P N , let ωz be the
patch of elements surrounding any z P N , Sz the set of edges originating at z, and
Hz :“ diampωzq, hz :“ max
TĂωz
hT , h˚z :“ min
TĂωz
hT , γz :“ SzzBΩ. (2.1)
(With slight abuse of notation, such as in the latter formula, we occasionally treat
subsets of N , S and T as sets of points.)
Throughout the paper we make some triangulation assumptions. All of them are
automatically satisfied by shape-regular triangulations.
‚ Maximum Angle condition. Let the maximum interior angle in any triangle
T P T be uniformly bounded by some positive λ0 ă pi.
‚ Let the number of triangles containing any node be uniformly bounded.
‚ For any z P N , one has
hT » h˚z and HT » Hz or hT » HT @ T Ă ωz. (2.2)
4We also distinguish subsets Nani, Niso and NB˚Ω of N (see Fig. 2.2). Note that
Nani XNiso “ H, while N zpNani YNisoq is not necessarily empty.
(1) Anisotropic nodes, whose set is denoted by Nani, are such that
hz ! Hz, hT » hz and HT » Hz @ T Ă ωz. (2.3)
Note that (2.3) implies (2.2), while z P Nani implies h˚z » hz.
(2) Isotropic nodes, to whose set we shall refer as Niso, are such that hz » Hz.
(3) One may expect anisotropic elements near the boundary to be aligned along
it. To distinguish some boundary nodes for which it is not the case, we introduce
NB˚Ω :“
 
z P Nani X BΩztcorners of Ωu and |Sz X BΩ| » hz À ε
(
. (2.4)
Occasionally, we shall make additional assumptions that we describe below.
A1 Each z P N with hz À ε satisfies z P Naniztcorners of Ωu and condition A1ani,
or it satisfies condition A1mix; see below.
A1ani Quasi-non-obtuse anisotropic elements. Let the maximum triangle angle at
z P Nani be bounded by pi2 ` λ1 hzHz for some positive constant λ1.
A1mix With S˚z :“ tS Ă Sz : |S| » h˚zu and ω˚z :“ tT Ă ωz : hT » HT » h˚zu
respectively denoting the sets of edges and isotropic triangles of diameter » h˚z
within ωz, let pω˚z Y S˚zqztzu be connected.
A2 Each z P N with hz Á ε satisfies h˚z ě
?
6ε.
Note that A1ani is always satisfied by isotropic elements, so it requires only some of the
anisotropic part of the mesh to be close to a non-obtuse triangulation. A1mix is also
always satisfied on shape-regular meshes (as then ω˚z “ ωz). For anisotropic nodes,
A1mix may be satisfied if z P BΩ (in this case, ω˚z “ H, while S˚zztzu is connected
only if S˚ contains a single edge). Note also that A2 is satisfied for any z R Niso, while
for isotropic nodes it does impose a mild restriction (as for the latter, hz » Hz, so
whenever Hz Á ε, within ωz we impose hT ě
?
6ε).
We shall also consider a weaker version of A1.
A1˚ Each z P N with hz À ε satisfies z P NanizBΩ and condition A1a˚ni, or z P NB˚Ω
and satisfies A1ani, or it satisfies condition A1mix.
A1a˚ni Local Element Orientation condition. For z P Nani, there exists a rectangle
Rz Ą ωz such that |Rz| » |ωz|.
Fig. 2.1. Example of a mesh that satisfies all assumptions made in §2 (including A1 and A2).
5Fig. 2.2. Examples of anisotropic nodes z P Nani (left), nodes z P N zpNani Y Nisoq (centre),
an isotropic node z P Niso (right), and a node z P N˚BΩ (bottom left). Examples of nodes that satisfy
A1˚ani (top left), A1ani (bottom left), and A1mix (centre and right).
3. Finite element method with quadrature. We discretize (1.1) using linear
finite elements. Let Sh Ă H10 pΩq X CpΩ¯q be a piecewise-linear finite element space
relative to a triangulation T , and let the computed solution uh P Sh satisfy
ε2x∇uh,∇vhy ` xfh, vhyh “ 0 @ vh P Sh, fhp¨q :“ fp¨;uhq. (3.1)
Here x¨, ¨y is the L2pΩq inner product, and x¨, ¨yh is its quadrature approximation.
We now describe xfh, vhyh used in (3.1). For the integral over T P T , a quadrature
formula QT is employed, which is anisotropic on a certain subset T ˚ of anisotropic
elements:
QT pwq “ |T |
3ÿ
j“1
θT ;zjwpzjq :“
#
1
3 |T |
`
wpz1q ` wpz2q ` wpz3q
˘
for T P T zT ˚,
1
2 |T |
`
wpz1q ` wpz2q
˘
for T P T ˚.
(3.2)
Here tzju3j“1 are the vertices of T , with z3 “: z˚ opposite the shortest edge, while
T ˚ :“ tT P T : hT ! HT and hT À εu z T0 , (3.3)
with T0 Ă tT P T : z˚ P Niso and z1, z2 R NanizBΩu (so, unless one wants to minimize
T ˚, the simplest option is T0 :“ H). Now, let
xfh, vhyh :“
ÿ
TPT zT ˚
QT pfhvhq `
ÿ
TPT ˚
QT p sfhvhq, (3.4)
where
sfh “ f¯h;T :“ 13 rfhpz1q ` fhpz2q ` fhpz3qs @ T P T . (3.5)
As sfh is an elementwise constant approximation of fh, so QT pf¯hvhq “ f¯h,TQT pvhq.
Note that the discretization (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) can be written asÿ
SĂγz
1
2ε
2|S|“Bνuh‰S ` ÿ
TĂωz
θT ;z|T |FT ;z “ 0 @ z P N zBΩ, (3.6)
where FT ;z :“ fhpzq for T P T zT ˚ and FT ;z :“ f¯h;T for T P T ˚. It will be sometimes
convenient to replace the second sum here using an average sFz of FT ;z, associated
with z, defined by
sFz ÿ
TĂωz
θT ;z|T | :“
ÿ
TĂωz
θT ;z|T |FT ;z @ z R BΩ, sFz :“ " 0 for z P NB˚Ω : Hz Á ε,fhpzq otherwise for z P BΩ.
(3.7)
6Remark 3.1. The above quadrature yields the standard linear lumped-mass finite
element discretization on T zT ˚. On T ,˚ a special anisotropic quadrature is employed
(designed to address certain convergence issues reported in [13]). The resulting method
may be also interpreted as the vertex-centered finite volume method (or the box method)
with a special choice of control volumes, applied to the approximation of our equation
´ε24u ` Ğfp¨;uq “ 0. A related interpretation as a Petrov-Galerkin method is also
possible.
Remark 3.2. Our results remain valid, if QT pfhvhq is replaced by QT p sfhvhq in
the first sum in (3.4). However, using QT pfhvhq for hT " ε yields a superior dis-
cretization (as in this case the local stiffness matrices become negligible so diagonal
mass matrices are preferable). On the other hand, replacing QT p sfhvhq by QT pfhvhq
in the second sum in (3.4) yields a less standard lumped-mass discretization on T ˚.
For the latter choice, our estimator will enjoy a version of the upper bound (1.2) with
λT replaced by 1 whenever hT ! HT À ε. Furthermore, all our results remain valid
without any changes if QT p sfhvhq is used only for T P T ˚ : HT À ε.
4. A posteriori error estimator. Main Results. We start with a relatively
standard auxiliary result, a version of which can be found, for example, in [3, Lemma 1]
and [7, Theorem 3.1].
Theorem 4.1. For any uh P Sh, let τ P H1pdiv, T q @T P T also satisfy
rτ ¨ νs “ rBνuhs on all S P SzBΩ. (4.1)
Then, for a solution u of (1.1), with Cf ą 0, one has
~uh ´ u~ε ;Ω ď E :“
!
}ετ }2Ω ` C´1f }ε2divτ ` fh}2Ω
)1{2
. (4.2)
Proof. With v :“ uh ´ u, one has
~uh ´ u~2ε ;Ω ď ε2x∇puh ´ uq,∇vy ` xfp¨;uhq ´ fp¨;uq, vy
“ ε2x∇uh,∇vy ` xfp¨;uhq, vy ,
“ ε2xτ ,∇vy ` xε2divτ ` fh, vy,
which immediately implies (4.2). Here we employed the observation (obtained using
4uh “ 0 in any T , and (4.1)) that
x∇uh,∇vy ` x 4uhlomon
“0
, vy “
ÿ
SPS
ż
S
v rBνuhsloomoon
“rτ ¨νs
“ xτ ,∇vy ` xdivτ , vy.
Note that here (as well as in (4.2)), with slight abuse of notation, we understood 4uh
and divτ as regular functions in Ω defined elementwise.
Remark 4.2 (Cases Cf ě 0 and Cf “ Cf px, yq). An inspection of the above proof
shows that the estimator E in (4.2) can be replaced by a more general
E :“
!
p1´ ϑq´1}ετ }2Ω `
`
Cf ` ε2C´2Ω ϑ
˘´1}ε2divτ ` fh}2Ω)1{2,
where CΩ is the Poincare´ constant, and ϑ P r0, 1q is an arbitrary constant, with ϑ ą 0
unless Cf ą 0. Note also that if Cf “ Cf px, yq, the above result remains valid with
an obvious modification of the energy norm to ~v~ε ;Ω :“
 
ε2}∇v}2Ω ` }C1{2f v}2Ω
(1{2
and a similar modification of E.
7zj
Sj
µj
Fig. 4.1. Notation used in (4.6): the edge Sj is opposite to the vertex zj , the counterclockwise
tangential unit vector µj lies along Sj .
4.1. Structure of τ . Clearly, τ that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.1 is
not unique, and there are various choice available in the literature.
Our task in this paper is to explicitly define τ to be used in (4.2) in a way that
is appropriate for anisotropic meshes. We introduce a suitable τ in the form
τ :“
ÿ
zPN
τz `
ÿ
TPTf
τ fT `
ÿ
SPS˚
τ JS , T f :“ tT P T : HT À εu, (4.3)
where τz, τ
f
T , and τ
J
S have support on ωz, T , and TYT 1 for S “ BTXBT 1, respectively.
It is also convenient to set τ fT and τ
J
S to 0 whenever respectively T R T f and S R S˚.
Under condition A1, we set S˚ :“ H, while otherwise S˚ is essentially the set of short
edges shared by pairs of anisotropic triangles (see §6 for details).
To be more precise, in the case S˚ “ H, the function τz, with support on ωz, is
simply required to satisfy
rτz ¨ νs “ φzrBνuhs on γz, τz ¨ ν “ 0 on BωzzBΩ, (4.4)
where tφzuzPN are the standard basis hat functions. The function τT , with support
in T , satisfies
τT ¨ ν “ 0 on BT and ε2divτT ` pf Ih ´ sfhq “ 0 in T @ T P T f , (4.5)
and is explicitly defined (see, e.g., [3, (22)]) by
τ fT :“ b1φ2φ3|S1|µ1`b2φ3φ1|S2|µ2`b3φ1φ2|S3|µ3, bj :“ 13ε´2∇f Ih ¨|Sj |µj , (4.6)
where tzju3j“1 are the vertices of T with the corresponding basis functions φj :“ φzj ,
and for j “ 1, 2, 3, the edge Sj is opposite to zj , while the counterclockwise tangential
unit vector µj lies along Sj ; see Fig. 4.1.
4.2. Upper bound for the estimator. In this section, we present a theorem,
which, combined with (4.2), gives the upper bound (1.2) for the estimator E . At
the same time, this theorem provides valuable information on the local properties
of the components of τ in (4.3). These components (except for τ fT ) are constructed
and analyzed in §§5–6 for the case hz À ε, and in §7 for the case hz Á ε. So,
with the exception of (4.9), all bounds in the following theorem will be obtained in
these forthcoming sections. (To be more precise, here we summarize the results of
Lemmas 5.5, 5.6, 6.3 and 7.5.)
Theorem 4.3. Let uh solve (3.1) with x¨, ¨yh defined in §3, and set
Jz :“ max
SĂγz
ˇˇˇ
rBνuhsS
ˇˇˇ
and λT :“ mint1, HT ε´1u @T P T .
8(i) Under conditions A1 and A2, one can construct τ , subject to (4.1), in the form
(4.3) with S˚ “ H, where τ z and an associated function gz, both with support in ωz,
satisfy, for any z P N ,ÿ
zPN :
hzÀε
ε2divτz ` sfh “ ÿ
zPN
gz in Ω, (4.7)
1hzÁε }ε2divτz}ωz` }ετz}ωz` }gz}ωzÀ mint1, εh´1z u1{2}εJz}ωz`mint1, hzε´1u}f Ih}ωz
`
ÿ
TĂωz
λT }oscpf Ih ;T q}T ` 1zPN˚BΩ }λT fhpzq}ωz , (4.8)
while τ fT from (4.6) satisfies (4.5), and, for any T P T ,
}ε2divτ fT ` pfh ´ sfhq}T ` }ετ fT }T À λT }oscpf Ih ;T q}T ` }fh ´ f Ih}T . (4.9)
(ii) Under conditions A1˚ and A2, one can construct τ , subject to (4.1), in the form
(4.3) with S˚ ‰ H, such that the above relations (4.7), (4.8), (4.9) hold true and, in
addition, for any edge S “ BT X BT 1 P S˚ with an endpoint z,
divτ JS “ 0 in T Y T 1,
››ετ JS ››TYT 1 À ››εrBνuhsS››TYT 1 À mint1, εh´1z u1{2}εJz}ωz .
(4.10)
Proof of (4.9). If T P T f , so, by (4.3), λT » HT ε´1, a calculation [3, §3.3] shows
that (4.6) implies (4.5), while |γj | À ε´2oscpf Ih ;T q yields |ετ fT | À HT ε´1oscpf Ih ;T q.
The desired bound (4.9) for T P T f follows. Otherwise, i.e. if T R T f , so λT » 1, one
has τ fT “ 0, while |fh ´ sfh| ď |fh ´ f Ih | ` oscpf Ih ;T q, so we again get (4.9).
Remark 4.4. Note that for z P NB˚Ω, the bound (4.8) involves λT |fhpzq| »
mintε´1, H´1z uHz|fhpzq|, where ε´2Hz|fhpzq| may be interpreted as the diameter of
ωz under the metric induced by the squared Hessian matrix of the exact solution at
z P BΩ. Indeed, as u “ 0 on BΩ, the Hessian matrix involves only the normal deriva-
tives, while ε´2fh “ ε´2fp¨; 0q “ B2νu on BΩ; see also the definition of NB˚Ω.
5. Construction of τ z for hz À ε under condition A1. Let the patch ωz be
formed by Nz triangles tTiuNzi“1 Ă T , numbered counterclockwise so that γz is formed
by the edges BTi´1 X BTi for i “ 1, . . . , Nz if z R BΩ (with the notation T0 :“ TNz ),
and for i “ 2, . . . , Nz if z P BΩ (see Fig. 5.1 (left, centre)). For each Ti Ă ωz, let z be
opposite to the edge denoted Si, with the outward normal and the counterclockwise
tangential unit vectors denoted νi and µi (see Fig. 5.1 (right)).
Define τz associated with z by
τz :“ φz
`
αiνi ` βid´1i µi
˘ @ Ti Ă ωz, di :“ 2|Ti| |Si|´1, (5.1a)
where, using FT ;z and sFz from (3.6), (3.7),
αi :“ ε´2diθTi;z rFTi;z, rFT ;z :“ " sFz if Hz Á ε and z P Nani,FT ;z otherwise. (5.1b)
Here we require tβiuNzi“1 to satisfy
βi´1 ´ βi ` αi´1νi´1 ¨ |S`i´1|ν`i´1 ` αiνi ¨ |S´i |ν´i “ |S´i |
“Bνuh‰BTi´1XBTi (5.1c)
for i “ 1, . . . , Nz if z R BΩ, and for i “ 2, . . . , Nz if z P BΩ. We use the notation S˘i :“BTi X BTi˘1, as well as ν˘i and µ˘i for the outward normal and the counterclockwise
tangential unit vectors of the edge S˘i in triangle Ti (see Fig. 5.1 (right)).
9T1
z
T3
T2
T1
z
T3T4
T5
T2
z
Si
S`iS
´
i
µi
νi
µ`i ν`i
µ´i
ν´i
Ti
Fig. 5.1. Notation in (5.1): ωz is formed by tTiuNzi“1 with Nz “ 3 (left) and Nz “ 5 (centre); the
edge Si in Ti is opposite to z, with the outward normal and the counterclockwise tangential unit vec-
tors νi and µi; the other edges S
˘
i “ BTiXBTi˘1 have the outward normal and the counterclockwise
tangential unit vectors ν˘i and µ
˘
i (right).
Lemma 5.1. Let hz À ε. Then relations (5.1) for τz imply (4.4) and
ε2divτz ` θT ;z rFT ;z “ 0 @ T Ă ωz, (5.2a)
}ετz}ωz À }hzε´1f Ih}ωz ` ε
!Nzÿ
i“1
β2i d
´2
i |Ti|
)1{2
. (5.2b)
The system (5.1c) for tβiuNzi“1 is consistent and has infinitely many solutions.
Proof. Combining divpφzµiq “ ∇φz ¨ µi “ 0 with divpφzνiq “ ∇φz ¨ νi “ ´d´1i
one gets divτz ` αid´1i “ 0 in Ti Ă ωz, which immediately implies (5.2a). For (5.2b),
note that diθTi;z À hzθTi;z, because, in view of (3.2), (3.3), unless di À hz, one has
Ti P T ˚ and z “ zT˚i so θTi;z “ 0. Now, |εαi| À phzε´1q θTi;z| rFTi;z|. Combining this
with (5.1b) and (3.7), one gets (5.2b)
Next, note that (4.4), combined with (5.1a), is equivalent to`
αi´1νi´1 ` βi´1d´1i´1µi´1
˘ ¨ ν`i´1 ` `αiνi ` βid´1i µi˘ ¨ ν´i “ “Bνuh‰BTi´1XBTi .
Multiplying this by |S`i´1| “ |S´i | and noting that di “ µi ¨ |S`i |ν`i “ ´µi ¨ |S´i |ν´i ,
one gets (5.1c). So (5.1c) is, indeed, equivalent to (4.4).
Finally, consider the system (5.1c) for tβiuNzi“1. For this system to be consistent,
it suffices to show that it is under-determined (as then, taking any specific β1, one
can uniquely compute all other tβiu). For z P BΩ, there are Nz ´ 1 equations, so this
system is clearly under-determined. For z R BΩ, this is also the case as an application
of
řNz
i“1 to (5.1c) yields 0. To check the latter, one first employs the observation that
νi ¨
`|S`i |ν`i ` |S´i |ν´i ˘ ` 2|Ti|d´1i “ 0, and then recalls (5.1b), as well as (3.6) and
(3.7).
Remark 5.2 (Anisotropic flux equilibration). The choice of a particular solution
tβiu of (5.1c) is crucial, as our estimator, roughly speaking, involves the compo-
nent
řNz
i“1 β2i d
´2
i |Ti| from (5.2b), while, unless the mesh is shape-regular, d´2i |Ti| “
1
4 |Si|2|Ti|´1 may vary very significantly within ωz. One simple and useful approach
is to minimize this component, i.e. given any particular solution tβˆiu of (5.1c), let
βi :“ βˆi ´ Cz, where
ÿ
i
pβˆi ´ Czqd´2i |Ti| “ 0. (5.3)
(Alternatively, one can set βi :“ 0 for the element Ti with the largest d´2i |Ti| within ωz,
or choose tβiu as in the proof of Lemma 5.6.)
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Fig. 5.2. Examples of nodes that satisfy A1mix with the set tTiuni“1 (used in the proof of
Lemma 5.6) highlighted by the grey color: n “ 5 (top left), n “ 3 (bottom left), n “ 4 (right).
Remark 5.3 (Computing τz via optimization). More generally, for hz À ε, one
can construct τz using (5.1a) in which tαiu and tβiu are chosen to minimize
Nzÿ
i“1
´
1
6ε
2α2i ` 16ε2β2i d´2i ` rθT ;zFT ;z ´ ε2αid´1i s2
¯
|Ti| subject to (5.1c). (5.4)
(Here we in fact minimize }ετz}2ωz `}ε2divτz ` θT ;zFT ;z}2ωz , while (5.1b) is dropped).
Then Theorem 4.3 remains valid (in view of the results in §§5.1–5.2 and §6).
Remark 5.4. It is assumed throughout this section that any z P Nani with hz À ε
also satisfies ωz Ă T ˚. This is consistent with the definition (3.3) of T ˚ as long as
the somewhat imprecise condition hT À ε used in (3.3) always follows from hz À ε.
5.1. Proof of (4.7) and (4.8) in Theorem 4.3(i) for hz À ε. Our findings in
this section are presented as two lemmas.
Lemma 5.5. Let tτzu satisfy (5.1a), (5.1b) for any z P N with hz À ε. Then for
any z P N , there is a function gz with support on ωz that satisfies (4.7) and (4.8).
Proof. In any T Ă ωz, let gz :“ ε2divτz ` θT ;zFT ;z if hz À ε, and gz :“ θT ;zFT ;z
otherwise. In view of (3.2), (3.6),
ř
NXzPBT θT ;zFT ;z “ sfh;T “ sfh in any T P T , so the
first assertion (4.7) follows. Next, if hz Á ε, i.e. mint1, hzε´1u » 1, one immediately
gets }gz}ωz À mint1, hzε´1u}f Ih}ωz . Otherwise, i.e. if hz À ε, a version of (5.2a)
implies gz “ θT ;zFT ;z ´ ε2αid´1i “ θT ;zpFT ;z ´ rFT ;zq, and so |gz| ď |FT ;z ´ rFT ;z| for
any T Ă ωz. By (5.1b), unless gz “ 0, one has |gz| ď |FT ;z ´ sFz| ď oscpf Ih ;ωzq `
1zPN˚BΩfhpzq, where we also used (3.7). At the same time, Hz Á ε implies 1 »
mint1, Hzε´1u » λT (as z P Nani so Hz » HT ). Combining these observations with
|T | » |ωz| for any T Ă ωz yields }gz}ωz À the second line in (4.8).
Lemma 5.6. Under condition A1, for any z P N with hz À ε, there is a solution
tβiuNzi“1 of (5.1c) such that τz defined by (5.1) satisfies (4.8).
Proof. Our task is to show that }ετz}ωz satisfies (4.8), in which the right-hand
side involves mint1, εh´1z u » 1 and mint1, hzε´1u » hzε´1. So it suffices to prove
}ετz}ωz À }εJz}ωz` hzε´1}f Ih}ωz `
ÿ
TĂωz
λT }oscpf Ih ;T q}T ` 1zPN˚BΩ }λT fhpzq}ωz . (5.5)
An inspection of the proof of Lemma 5.1 reveals that if rFT ;z “ FT ;z in (5.1b), thenÿ
TiĂωz
}εαi}2ωz À |ωz| |hzε´1fhpzq|2 ` |ωz|
ÿ
TiPT ˚:
di»hTi
|diε´1 sfh;T |2 À ÿ
TĂωz
}hzε´1f Ih}2T ,
where for the first relation we used (3.6) combined with (3.2), (3.3), and for the second,
|ωz| » hzHz and hTiHz » |Ti| for any Ti P T ˚. One gets a similar conclusion for
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the case rFT ;z “ sFz in (5.1b) (in fact, the latter case is more straightforward as then
z P Nani so |Ti| » |ωz| for any Ti Ă ωz). Now, in view of (5.2b), to get the desired
assertion (5.5), it suffices to show that
|βid´1i | À |Jz| ` max
j“1,...,Nz
|αj | ` |σˆz|, (5.6)
with some σˆz such that }εσˆz}ωz satisfies a version of (5.5).
For (5.6), we start with a straightforward observation that follows from (5.1c):
if |S´i | » di Á di´1 ñ |βid´1i | À |βi´1d´1i´1| ` |αi´1| ` |αi| ` |Jz|. (5.7)
Consider three cases (a), (b) and (c).
(a) Suppose that z satisfies A1mix. Then the Nz triangles in ωz can be numbered
counterclockwise so that the set tTiuni“1 ‰ H, with some n “ nz ď Nz, is formed by
all triangles having at least one edge in S˚z (see Fig. 5.2). To be more precise, this set
will include all triangles from ω˚z, and, possibly, one or two anisotropic triangles that
either share an edge with ω˚z ‰ H or, if ω˚z “ H and so S˚z includes a single edge,
touch this edge. Note that then di » h˚z for i “ 1, . . . , nz and di » Hz for i ą nz,
while |S´i | » h˚z for i “ 2, . . . , nz. So setting β1 :“ 0 and applying (5.7) for i ą 1, we
arrive at (5.6) with σˆz :“ 0.
(b) Next, consider z P NanizBΩ that satisfies A1ani (and so not A1mix). Then S˚z
includes exactly two edges of length » h˚z » hz. Let the triangles tTiuNi“1 forming the
patch ωz be numbered counterclockwise so that S˚z “ tBTi´1 X BTiui“1,m`1, for some
m “ mz ď Nz ´ 2 (see Fig. 5.3 (left)).
Note that di » hz only for i “ 0, 1,m,m ` 1 and di » Hz otherwise, while
|S´i | » hz for i “ 1,m and » Hz otherwise. Hence, one can employ (5.7) for i ‰ 0,m.
So it remains to get the desired bound (5.6) only for i “ 0,m. For this, let
rσz :“ mÿ
i“2
|S´i |
“Bνuh‰BTi´1XBTi ` 2ε´2 mÿ
i“1
θTi;z|Ti| rFTi;z (5.8)
(compare with (3.6)). Now, an application of
řm
i“1 to (5.1c) (and also noting that
νi ¨
`|S`i |ν`i ` |S´i |ν´i ˘` 2|Ti|d´1i “ 0) yields
β0 ´ βm ` α0ν0 ¨ |S`0 |ν`0 ´ αmνm ¨ |Sm`|νm` “ |S´1 |
“Bνuh‰BT0XBT1 ` rσz. (5.9)
So, for example, one can set β0 :“ 0 and compute and then estimate βm from (5.9).
Or, one can choose β0 and βm, in agreement with (5.9), but in a more balanced
way. Importantly, one can ensure for i “ 0,m that |βid´1i | À |αi| ` |Jz| ` h´1z |rσz|.
Consequently, we get (5.6) for all i with σˆz :“ h´1z rσz.
Finally, similarly to (3.7), define a version of (5.8):
σz :“
mÿ
i“2
|S´i |
“Bνuh‰BTi´1XBTi ` 2ε´2 sFz mÿ
i“1
θTi;z|Ti|. (5.10)
By (5.1b), unless rσz “ σz, one has rFTi;z ‰ sFz and so Hzε´1 » mint1, Hzε´1u »
λT (the latter is also because z P Nani), so εh´1z |rσz ´ σz| À řTĂωz λT oscpf Ih ;T q.
Combining this with a technical result (5.13) (obtained below in §5.2), one arrives at
|εh´1z rσz| “ |εσˆz| À |εJz| ` hzε´1| sFz| ` ÿ
TĂωz
λT oscpf Ih ;T q. (5.11)
As } sFz}ωz À }f Ih}ωz (by (3.6), (3.7)), so we have again obtained (5.6) with }εσˆz}ωz
now satisfying a version of (5.5). This completes the proof of (5.5) for this case.
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(c) It remains to consider z P NB˚Ω, which satisfies A1ani but not A1mix. This case
is similar to case (b), with a version of (5.9) becoming
β1 ´ βm ´ α1ν1 ¨ |S´1 |ν´1 ´ αmνm ¨ |Sm`|νm` “ rσz.
Again, using (5.13), we get a version of (5.11) with an additional term Hzε
´1| sFz| in
the right-hand side. As, by (3.7), unless sFz “ 0, one has sFz “ fhpzq and Hzε´1 »
mint1, Hzε´1u » λT for z P NB˚Ω, we again get (5.5).
5.2. Estimation of σz. Here we give one technical result on σz. Throughout
this section, we use the notation from the proof of Lemma 5.6.
Lemma 5.7. (i) If z P NanizBΩ, with hz À ε, satisfies A1a˚ni, then for σz of (5.10)
one has
εh´1z
ˇˇˇˇ
σz ´
ÿ
i“1,m`1
µ`i´1 ¨ iξ
HTi´1HTi
HTi´1 `HTi rBνuhsBTi´1XBTi
ˇˇˇˇ
À |εJz| ` hzε´1| sFz|, (5.12)
where iξ is the unit vector that points from z in the direction of any edge from tS´i umi“2.
(ii) If z P Naniztcorners of Ωu, with hz À ε, satisfies A1ani but not A1mix, then
εh´1z |σz| À |εJz| ` hzε´1| sFz| ` 1zPN˚BΩ Hzε´1| sFz|. (5.13)
Proof. (i) For any scalar w, let JwKBTi´1XBTi :“ wˇˇBTi ´wˇˇBTi´1 . Furthermore, for
fixed z P N , introduce the local cartesian coordinates pξ, ηq such that z “ p0, 0q, and
iξ points in the ξ direction (see Fig. 5.3 (left)). In these coordinates, let pξi, ηiq be the
endpoint of the edge S´i “ BTi´1 X BTi on Bωz.
Now, a calculation shows that |S´i |
“Bνuh‰BTi´1XBTi “ ηiJBξuhK´ ξiJBηuhK, where,
by Aa˚ni and the maximum angle condition, any |ηi| À hz, while Hz` :“ mini“2,...m ξi » Hz
and 0 ď ξi ´Hz` À hz, so
σz “ ´
mÿ
i“2
Hz` JBηuhKBTi´1XBTi `Ophz|Jz|q ` ε´2 sFz ÿ
i“1,m
|Ti|. (5.14)
Here we also used θTi;z “ 0 for i “ 2, . . . ,m´ 1 and θTi;z “ 12 for i “ 1,m in view of
Ti Ă T ˚ for any Ti Ă ωz (see also (3.2), (3.3)).
Next, multiplying (3.6) combined with (3.7) by 2ε´2, then subtracting σz and
applying a similar argument, one gets
´ σz “
Nÿ
i“m`2
Hz´ JBηuhKBTi´1XBTi `Ophz|Jz|q ` ε´2 sFz ÿ
i“m`1,N
|Ti|. (5.15)
Here Hz´ :“ min
i“m`2,...N |ξi| » Hz, and we also used |S
´
i | » hz for i “ 1,m` 1.
Finally, using |T1| “ 12 |ξ2η1 ´ ξ1η2| “ 12η1Hz` ` Oph2zq (where |ξ1| ` |η2| À hz)
and similar observations for the other triangle areas, we arrive atÿ
i“1,m
Hz´ |Ti| ´
ÿ
i“m`1,N
Hz` |Ti| “ Oph2zHzq.
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Fig. 5.3. Notation used in Lemma 5.7 (left): the edges tS´i umi“2 (here m “ 4) are highlighted,
the unit vector iξ in the direction of any of these edges (here S
´
3 ), local coordinates pξ, ηq, the
endpoint pξ2, η2q of the edge S´2 . Notation used in the definition (6.2) of τJS (right).
Combining this with (5.14), (5.15) and
řN
i“1JBηuhKBTi´1XBTi “ 0 yields
pHz´ `Hz` qσz “
ÿ
i“1,m`1
Hz´ Hz` JBηuhKBTi´1XBTi ` hzHz O`|Jz| ` hzε´2| sFz|˘.
The desired assertion (5.12) follows in view of Hz` “ HTi `Ophzq for i “ 1,m and a
similar relation with Hz´ for i “ m` 1, N , as well as
JBηuhKBTi´1XBTi “ µ`i´1 ¨ iξ rBνuhsBTi´1XBTi .
The latter follows from Bη “ iη ¨∇ combined with J∇uhKBTi´1XBTi “ ν´i rBνuhsBTi´1XBTi
and ν´i ¨ iη “ µ`i´1 ¨ iξ .
(ii) If z P NanizBΩ, then A1 implies |µ`i´1 ¨ iξ| À hzH´1z , so (5.12) implies (5.13).
It remains to consider z P NB˚Ω. In view of A1 and (2.4), one may choose the unit
vector iξ in part (i) of this proof to be normal to BΩ. As uh “ Bηuh “ 0 on BΩ sořm
i“2JBηuhKBTi´1XBTi “ 0, so (5.14) again yields the desired assertion (5.13).
6. Construction of τ z for hz À ε under weaker condition A1˚. Proof
of Theorem 4.3(ii). This section deals with a weaker version A1˚ of A1. For this
we need to address the terms subtracted from σz in (5.12) (which are À hz|Jz| under
assumption A1, but not under A1˚).
Let S˚ Ă S in the definition (4.3) of τ be
S˚ :“ S is shortest edge in T and T 1 : hT ! HT , hT 1 ! HT 1 , hT » hT 1 À ε(. (6.1)
Roughly speaking, S˚ Ă S is the set of short edges shared by pairs of anisotropic
triangles. Now, we include a non-trivial component
ř
SPS˚ τ JS in τ , where τ JS has
support on T Y T 1 for any S “ BT X BT 1 P S˚, and
τ JS :“ κSpdT˚ q´1pφz ` φz1qµT˚ in T, κS :“ µT˚ ¨ iT˚ HTHT
1
HT `HT 1 rBνuhsS . (6.2)
Here dT˚ :“ 2|T ||S|´1, µT˚ is the tangential unit vector along S in the counterclockwise
direction in T , the edge S joins the nodes z1 and z, with µT˚ pointing from z1 to z,
and iT˚ is the unit vector in the direction from zT˚ 1 to zT˚ , the latter being the vertices
opposite to S in T 1 and T respectively; see Fig. 5.3 (right). Note that µT˚ “ ´µT˚ 1
and iT˚ “ ´iT˚ 1 so the definition of κS is consistent for T and T 1.
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Lemma 6.1. For any S “ BT X BT 1 P S˚ with the notation (6.1), (6.2), one
has (4.10) and
τ JS ¨ ν “ 0 on S, |S2|τ JS ¨ ν “ κSpφz ´ φz1q on any edge S2 Ă BT zS. (6.3)
Proof. For divτ JS “ 0 in (4.10), as well as (6.3), imitate the proof of Lemma 5.1.
For the first bound on ετ JS in (4.10), note that dT˚ » dT˚ 1 » HT implies |τ JS | À
H´1T |κS | À |rBνuhsS |. For the final assertion in (4.10), note that |T Y T 1||ωz|´1 ÀphT ` hT 1qh´1z À mint1, εh´1z u.
Now that
ř
SPS˚ τ JS is included in τ , we need to ensure that τ still satisfies (4.1).
For this, the definition of τz should be updated to take into account the possibly
non-trivial jumps rτ JS ¨ νs across γz. For a possible modification of τz in the case
hz Á ε, see Remark 7.4.
For hz À ε, the definition (5.1) of τz is tweaked as follows. Relations (5.1a) and
(5.1b) remain unchanged, while in (5.1c) we replace tβiuNzi“1 by tβi˚ uNzi“1, where
βi :“ βi˚ ` κi ` κi`1, κi :“
#
κBTi´1XBTi if BTi´1 X BTi Ă S˚,
0 otherwise.
(6.4)
Remark 6.2 (Anisotropic flux equilibration). The observations of Remark 5.2
remain valid (although a version of system (5.1c) is now solved for tβi˚ u ). One can
simply use (5.3) (or choose tβiu as in the proof of Lemma 6.3). Similarly, one can
minimize (5.4), only subject to (5.1c) with tβiu replaced by tβi˚ u in the latter.
Lemma 6.3. Under condition A1˚, for any z P N with hz À ε, let τz be defined
by (5.1a) and (5.1b) and use the notation (6.1), (6.2). Then there is a solution of the
system (5.1c), in which tβiuNzi“1 is replaced by tβi˚ uNzi“1 of (6.4), such that τ of (4.3)
satisfies (4.1) and the results of Lemmas 5.1, 5.5 and 5.6 remain true.
Proof. One can easily check that, indeed, the results of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.5
remain true, while for Lemma 5.6, it suffices to obtain (5.6). That the normal jumps
in τ satisfy (4.1) can be checked by a direct calculation using (6.3) and taking into
account that if pBTi´1 X BTiq Ă pγz X S˚q, then βi ´ βi´1 “ βi˚ ´ βi˚´1 (in view of
κi´1 “ κi`1 “ 0). Note that in the latter case (5.7) is still true.
Otherwise, i.e. for pBTi´1XBTiq Ć pγz XS˚q, a version of (5.7) will be employed:
if |S´i | » di Á di´1 ñ |βid´1i | À |βi´1d´1i´1| `max
j
|αj | `max
j
|κj |d´1i ` |Jz|. (6.5)
Next, consider two cases (a) and (b), as in the proof of Lemma 5.6, to get the
bound (5.6) for βid
´1
i and thus complete the proof.
(a) Suppose that z satisfies A1mix. Unless γz X S˚ “ H (and so the results of
Lemma 5.6 apply), ω˚z “ H and S˚z “ γz X S˚ contains exactly one edge BT1 X BT2.
Then note that κi “ 0 unless i “ 2. Set β1 :“ 0 and use (5.7) with i “ 2 as in the
proof of Lemma 5.6. For i ą 2, use (6.5), where di » Hz, so the additional term
max |κj |d´1i “ |κ2|H´1z À |Jz|. So we get (5.6) with σˆz :“ 0.
(b) It remains to consider z P NanizBΩ under condition A1a˚ni (as z P Nani X BΩ
satisfies either A1ani or A1mixed, so have been considered in part (a) or in Lemma 5.6).
We shall imitate part (b) from the proof of Lemma 5.6. Note that pBTi´1 X BTiq Ă
pγzXS˚q (and so κi ‰ 0) only for i “ 1,m`1. Hence, we employ (5.7) for i “ 1,m`1,
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Fig. 7.1. Notation used in Lemma 7.1: each triangle T˘Ă T shares the edge S˘T with T and
has another edge of length ε1 » ε along S¯T .
and (6.5) with di » Hz for i ‰ 1,m,m ` 1, N , and it remains to bound βid´1i for
i “ 0,m. For the latter, combining (5.9) with (6.4) yields
rβ0 ´ κ1s ´ rβm ´ κm`1s “ rσz `O`hz|Jz|˘.
From this bound, one gets (5.6) only now σˆz :“ h´1z prσz ` κ1 ´ κm`1q. As |rσz ´ σz|
was bounded in the proof of Lemma 5.6, to complete the proof, it remains to show
εh´1z |σz ` κ1 ´ κm`1| À |εJz|.
The above follows from (5.12) using the following observations. For κ1 “ κBT0XBT1 ,
we use the triangle T0 with µT˚0 “ µ`0 and |iT˚0 ` iξ| À hzH´1z . Similarly, for κm`1 “
κBTmXBTm`1 , we use the triangle Tm with µT˚m “ µm` and |iT˚m ´ iξ| À hzH´1z .
7. Construction of τ z for hz Á ε under condition A2. Throughout this
section, for any T Ă ωz, we use ST , νT and µT , as well as S˘T , ν˘T and µ˘T , defined
as in §5 (see Fig. 5.1 (right)) only with subscript T in place of i when dealing with
element T . We start with two useful technical results.
Lemma 7.1. Let hT ě
?
6ε. For any triangle T with a vertex z, there exist two
functions τ`z;T and τ
´
z;T in T such that
τ˘z;T ¨ ν “ 0 on BT zS˘T , τ˘z;T ¨ ν “ φz on S˘T , (7.1a)
}εdivτ˘z;T }2T “ }τ˘z;T }2T “ 12?6ε|S˘T |ς´1T ;z, ςz;T :“ sin=pS´T , S`T q. (7.1b)
Proof. Let ε1 :“ ?6ε and, skipping the subscripts when there is no ambiguity, set
τ` :“ ´ς´1ϕz` µ´, τ´ :“ ς´1ϕz´ µ`.
Here ϕz` is a barycentric coordinate in the triangle T
` formed by the edge S`T “ S`
and the point z`ε1µ´ such that ϕz`
ˇˇ
z
“ 1; see Fig. 7.1. Similarly, ϕz´ is a barycentric
coordinate in the triangle T´ formed by the edge S´T “ S´ and the point z ´ ε1µ`.
The boundary properties (7.1a) are satisfied as µ˘ ¨ ν˘ “ 0 and ς “ ´µ´ ¨ ν` “
µ` ¨ ν´. Next, using |T`| “ 12ε1|S`|ς,
}τ`}2T “ 16 ς´2|T`| “ 12?6ες´1|S`|,
while divτ` “ ´ς´1Bµ´ϕz` “ ς´1ε1´1 so }ε divτ`}2T “ pε{ε1q2ς´2|T`| “ }τ`}2T .
Remark 7.2 (Version of A2). In A2, one can impose that each z P N with hz Á ε
satisfies h˚z ě c1ε for any fixed positive constant c1 (rather than h˚z ě
?
6ε). For
this case, one can employ a version of the above lemma under the condition hT ě c1ε.
Choosing ε1 :“ c1ε in the proof, one, indeed, arrives at the following version of (7.1b):
}ε divτ˘z;T }2T “ 6c1´2}τ˘z;T }2T “ p2c1q´1ε|S˘T |ς´1T ;z .
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Fig. 7.2. Notation used in Lemma 7.3: each triangle T˘Ă T is formed by the edge S˘T and a
common vertex lying on the median of T originating at z.
Lemma 7.3. For any triangle T with a vertex z and its opposite edge ST satisfying
|ST | ą 4
?
6ε, there exists a function ϕz;T P CpT¯ q such that
ϕz;T “ φz on BT, }ε divpϕz;T µT q}2T ď }ϕz;T }2T “ 2?6ε|T ||ST |´1 À εHT . (7.2)
Proof. Introduce the two triangles T´, T` Ă T , each T˘ formed by the edge
S˘T and a common vertex lying on the median of T originating at z, subject to|T˘| “ ?6ε|T ||ST |´1 ă 14 |T | (see Fig. 7.2). Now, define a unique ϕz;T P CpT¯ q that
(i) satisfies ϕz;T “ φz on BT ; (ii) has support in T´ Y T`; (ii) is linear in each
T˘. Clearly, }ϕz;T }2T “ 16 p|T´| ` |T`|q. Furthermore, a calculation shows that|divpϕz;T µT q| “ |BµTϕz;T | ď |ST |´1|T |{|T˘| so |εdivpϕzµT q| ď 1?6 in T´ Y T`.
Combining these observations, one gets (7.2) (with the final relation in (7.2) easily
following from |T | » hTHT À |ST |HT ).
7.1. Definition of τz for hz Á ε. Introduce a subset ωz˚ of ωz and, using ϕz;T
from Lemma 7.3, a related function φz˚ :
ωz˚ :“
!
T Ă ωz : |ST | » hT ! HT
)
, φz˚ :“
"
ϕz;T on T Ă ωz˚ : |ST | ą 4
?
6ε,
φz otherwise.
(7.3)
Thus, ωz˚ includes only triangles with extremely small angles at z, so ωzzωz˚ ‰ H (see
Fig. 7.3). Note also that φz˚ “ φz on γz. Now, using τ˘z;T from Lemma 7.1, set
τz :“
$&%
1
2
´
Jz
ˇˇ
S´T
τ´z;T ` Jz
ˇˇ
S`T
τ`z;T
¯
for T Ă ωzzωz˚ ,
pβT d´1T qφz˚ µT , dT :“ 2|T | |ST |´1 for T Ă ωz˚ ,
(7.4)
where, with the convention rBνuhsBΩ :“ 0,
Jz
ˇˇ
S˘T
:“
$’’&’’%
“Bνuh‰S˘T if S˘T Ć Bωz˚ ,
|S˘T |´1
ÿ
SPγ˘z;T
|S| “Bνuh‰S otherwise. (7.5)
Fig. 7.3. For various nodes, the set ωz˚ (defined in (7.3)) is highlighted by the grey color.
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To define γ˘z;T in (7.5), it is convenient to assume that ωz˚ includes triangles with their
boundaries. Now, let ω˘z;T be the maximal connected subset of ωz˚ ztzu that shares
the edge S˘T with T . The set of all edges originating at z that are contained in this
subset ω˘z;T (including S
˘
T ) is denoted γ
˘
z;T .
The unique set of values tβT u for T Ă ωz˚ in (7.4) is chosen to satisfy (4.4).
For example, consider a bundle of m triangles ω`z;T “ ω´z;T 1 “ tTiumi“1, numbered
counterclockwise, that touches T, T 1 Ă ωzzωz˚ . Now, (4.4) is equivalent to a version
of (5.1c):
βi´1 ´ βi “ |S´i |rBνuhsBTi´1XBTi , i “ 1, . . . ,m` 1, (7.6a)
where the notation βi :“ βTi is used for i “ 1, . . . ,m, while
β0 “ ´βm`1 :“ 12
m`1ÿ
i“1
|S´i |rBνuhsBTi´1XBTi “ 12 |S`T |Jz
ˇˇ
S`T
“ 12 |S´T 1 |Jz
ˇˇ
S´
T 1
. (7.6b)
Note that the above system involves m`1 equations for tβiumi“1, but is consistent and
has a unique solution. This becomes clear on application of
řm`1
i“1 to (7.6a) which
yields a relation for β0 ´ βm`1 consistent with (7.6b).
If for a bundle of m triangles Ymi“1Ti “ ω`z;T , numbered counterclockwise, one
has Sm` Ă BΩ, then we use (7.6a) with i ‰ m ` 1, and β0 from (7.6b) (while βm`1
remains undefined). Similarly, if S´1 Ă BΩ, then use (7.6a) with i ‰ 1 combined with
the definition of βm`1 from (7.6b) (and β0 remaining undefined).
Remark 7.4 (γzXS˚ ‰ H). Note that S˚, defined by (6.1), can be chosen so that
γz X S˚ “ H whenever hz Á ε under condition A2 (as then hT Á ε). If, however,
γzXS˚ ‰ H, then the non-trivial jumps rτ JS ¨νs across γz are easily taken into account
by replacing rBνuhsBTi´1XBTi with rBνuhsBTi´1XBTi ` |S´i |´1pκi´1 ´ κi`1q in (7.5) and
(7.6) (where κi is defined in (6.4)). With this modification, Lemma 7.5 below remains
valid as |κi| À Hz|Jz| @i (the latter follows from (6.2)).
7.2. Proof of (4.8) in Theorem 4.3 for hz Á ε. It suffices to prove the
following.
Lemma 7.5. Under condition A2, for any z P N with hz Á ε, the function τz
defined by (7.1), (7.2), (7.3) (7.4), (7.5), (7.6) satisfies (4.4) and
}ε2 divτz}2ωz ` }ετz}2ωz À
ÿ
SPγz
ε|S| `εrBνuhsS˘2 À εh´1z }εJz}2ωz , (7.7)
where ε|S| » mintε|S|, |ωz|u for any S P γz.
Proof. Condition (4.4) is satisfied by the construction of τz in §7.1, so it remains
to establish (7.7).
First, for each fixed S P γz X S˚z (i.e. |S| » h˚z), we shall trace the contribution
of rBνuhsS to τz of (7.4). In this case, rBνuhsS is involved in τz only on the triangles
adjacent to S (such triangles are not in ωz˚ ) in the form of the terms Jz
ˇˇ
S
“ rBνuhsS .
Hence, the contribution of the considered rBνuhsS to the left-hand side of (7.7) is
indeed bounded by ε|S|pεrBνuhsSq2, as can be shown by an application of (7.1b) with
|S˘T | “ |S| and ς´1z;T » 1. Furthermore, |S| À Hz implies ε|S| À εh´1z |ωz| and so
ε|S|pεrBνuhsSq2 À εh´1z }εrBνuhsS}2ωz .
It remains to bound the contribution to the left-hand side of (7.7) of rBνuhsS for
the edges S R S˚z. In this case, |S| » Hz, so ε|S|
`
εrBνuhsS
˘2 » εh´1z ››εrBνuhsS››2ωz .
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This observation implies that it now suffices to prove only the second relation in (7.7),
or, equivalently, show that }εdivτz}2T ` }τz}2T À εHz|Jz|2 for any T Ă ωz, to which
we proceed.
Suppose T Ă ωz˚ . By (7.3), dT » HT » Hz, and, by (7.6), |βT | À Hz|Jz|, so
|d´1T βT | À |Jz|. Now, if φz˚ “ ϕz;T in T , then the desired bound on }εdivτz}2T `}τz}2T
follows from (7.2) combined with εHT ď εHz. Otherwise, φz˚ “ φz in T implies
divτz “ 0 (see the proof of Lemma 5.1), and also hT À ε (in view of the definition
of φz˚ in (7.3)), so again }τz}2T À |T ||Jz|2 À εHz|Jz|2. Finally, suppose T Ă ωzzωz˚ .
Note that |Jz| À |Jz|, which follows from (7.5) as |S| » |HT | for all edges S P γ˘z;T
including S˘T . Now, the desired bound on }εdivτz}2T `}τz}2T follows from (7.1b) with|S˘T | À Hz and ς´1z;T » 1.
8. Numerical results. Our estimator is tested using a simple version of (1.1)
with Ω “ p0, 1q2 and f “ u´ F px, yq, where F is such that the unique exact solution
u “ 4y p1 ´ yq rCu cosppix{2q ´ pe´x{ε ´ e´1{εq{p1 ´ e´x{εqs (the latter exhibits a
sharp boundary layer at x “ 0); the constant parameter Cu in u will take values
1 and 0. We consider an a-priori-chosen layer-adapted non-obtuse triangulation, as
on Fig. 8.1 (left), which is obtained by drawing diagonals from the tensor product of
the Bakhvalov grid tχp iN quNi“1 in the x-direction [5] and a uniform grid t jM uMj“0 in
the y-direction with M “ 12N . The continuous mesh-generating function χptq “ t if
ε ą 16 ; otherwise, χptq “ 3ε ln 11´2t for t P p0, 12 ´3εq and is linear elsewhere subject to
χp1q “ 1. Furthermore, to test our estimator on a mesh with obtuse triangles and, in
particular, the role of the estimator components τ JS in (4.3) for S P S˚, we distort the
initial non-obtuse triangulation by moving some of the nodes upwards/downwards by
mint˚hz, 18Hzu; see Fig. 8.1 (right).
In our numerical experiments, we set T0 :“ H in (3.3) and replace À by ď in
(3.3), (4.3), and when dealing with the two cases hz À ε and hz Â ε, as well as with
hT À ε in (6.1). Also, we understand a ! b as a ď 15b for any two quantities a and b
(so, for example, (3.3) becomes T ˚ :“ tT P T : hT ď 15HT and hT ď εu).
We compute the estimator E from (4.2) with Cf :“ 1 and τ from (4.3), (4.6).
For the non-obtuse mesh of Fig. 8.1 (left), conditions A1 and A2 are satisfied, so we
set S˚ “ H. The component τz in (4.3) is computed by (5.1) combined with (5.3)
for hz ď ε, and, otherwise, using (7.3), (7.4), (7.5) combined with (7.6). Note that
instead of explicitly including the components involving τ˘z;T (from (7.4)) in τ , we
use (7.1b) (as well as Remark 7.2). This somewhat simplifies the computations, but
yields a slightly less sharp estimator. Similarly, whenever φz˚ ‰ φz in (7.4), we employ
the bounds from (7.2). When computing the error and the estimator, we replace
∇u by its linear Lagrange interpolant, and u and fh by their quadratic Lagrange
0 10
1
ε 0 10
1
ε
Fig. 8.1. Non-obtuse triangulation used in §8 (left); its version with obtuse triangles (right).
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Table 8.1
Test problem with Cu “ 1, non-obtuse triangulation (see Fig. 8.1, left).
N ε “ 1 ε “ 2´5 ε “ 2´10 ε “ 2´15 ε “ 2´20 ε “ 2´25 ε “ 2´30
Errors ~uh ´ u~ε ;Ω
64 3.203e-2 5.204e-3 1.065e-3 6.734e-4 6.576e-4 6.571e-4 6.571e-4
128 1.602e-2 2.594e-3 4.534e-4 1.797e-4 1.641e-4 1.636e-4 1.636e-4
256 8.011e-3 1.296e-3 2.157e-4 5.533e-5 4.133e-5 4.081e-5 4.080e-5
512 4.006e-3 6.479e-4 1.062e-4 2.130e-5 1.071e-5 1.020e-5 1.019e-5
S˚ “ H in (4.3): Estimators (odd rows) & Effectivity Indices (even rows)
64 3.301e-2 6.994e-3 1.325e-3 6.878e-4 6.581e-4 6.572e-4 6.571e-4
1.031 1.344 1.244 1.021 1.001 1.000 1.000
128 1.647e-2 2.698e-3 6.007e-4 1.928e-4 1.645e-4 1.636e-4 1.636e-4
1.028 1.040 1.325 1.073 1.003 1.000 1.000
256 8.232e-3 1.335e-3 2.928e-4 6.541e-5 4.178e-5 4.083e-5 4.080e-5
1.028 1.030 1.357 1.182 1.011 1.000 1.000
512 4.115e-3 6.668e-4 1.460e-4 2.753e-5 1.115e-5 1.022e-5 1.019e-5
1.027 1.029 1.375 1.292 1.041 1.001 1.000
Table 8.2
Test problem with Cu “ 1, mesh with obtuse triangles (see Fig. 8.1, right).
N ε “ 1 ε “ 2´5 ε “ 2´10 ε “ 2´15 ε “ 2´20 ε “ 2´25 ε “ 2´30
Errors ~uh ´ u~ε ;Ω
64 3.334e-2 5.311e-3 1.095e-3 7.218e-4 7.072e-4 7.067e-4 7.067e-4
128 1.669e-2 2.647e-3 4.580e-4 1.913e-4 1.768e-4 1.763e-4 1.763e-4
256 8.352e-3 1.323e-3 2.161e-4 5.774e-5 4.451e-5 4.404e-5 4.402e-5
512 4.177e-3 6.612e-4 1.061e-4 2.170e-5 1.149e-5 1.101e-5 1.100e-5
S˚ “ H in (4.3): Estimators (odd rows) & Effectivity Indices (even rows)
64 3.546e-2 8.155e-3 1.666e-3 7.554e-4 7.083e-4 7.068e-4 7.067e-4
1.064 1.535 1.521 1.047 1.002 1.000 1.000
128 1.772e-2 3.556e-3 8.999e-4 2.370e-4 1.785e-4 1.764e-4 1.763e-4
1.062 1.343 1.965 1.239 1.010 1.000 1.000
256 8.866e-3 1.770e-3 5.948e-4 1.254e-4 4.867e-5 4.417e-5 4.403e-5
1.061 1.339 2.752 2.171 1.093 1.003 1.000
512 4.434e-3 8.842e-4 3.927e-4 1.063e-4 2.169e-5 1.148e-5 1.101e-5
1.062 1.337 3.703 4.896 1.889 1.043 1.001
S˚ ‰ H in (4.3): Estimators (odd rows) & Effectivity Indices (even rows)
64 3.546e-2 8.149e-3 1.536e-3 7.466e-4 7.080e-4 7.068e-4 7.067e-4
1.064 1.534 1.402 1.034 1.001 1.000 1.000
128 1.772e-2 3.553e-3 7.089e-4 2.140e-4 1.776e-4 1.763e-4 1.763e-4
1.062 1.342 1.548 1.118 1.005 1.000 1.000
256 8.866e-3 1.770e-3 3.474e-4 7.509e-5 4.532e-5 4.406e-5 4.402e-5
1.061 1.338 1.607 1.300 1.018 1.001 1.000
512 4.434e-3 8.839e-4 1.732e-4 3.238e-5 1.225e-5 1.104e-5 1.100e-5
1.062 1.337 1.633 1.492 1.066 1.002 1.000
interpolants.
When using the mesh with obtuse triangles of Fig. 8.1 (right), we consider S˚
defined by (6.1), and also compare the latter with a simpler choice S˚ “ H. Whenever
S˚ ‰ H, the estimator involves τ JS computed by (6.2), while the computation of τz
employs (6.4) and Remark 7.4.
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Table 8.3
Test problem with Cu “ 0, mesh with obtuse triangles (see Fig. 8.1, right).
N ε “ 1 ε “ 2´5 ε “ 2´10 ε “ 2´15 ε “ 2´20 ε “ 2´25 ε “ 2´30
Errors ~uh ´ u~ε ;Ω
64 5.329e-2 4.862e-3 8.425e-4 1.489e-4 2.633e-5 4.655e-6 8.228e-7
128 2.680e-2 2.438e-3 4.222e-4 7.469e-5 1.320e-5 2.334e-6 4.126e-7
256 1.344e-2 1.220e-3 2.110e-4 3.740e-5 6.611e-6 1.169e-6 2.066e-7
512 6.727e-3 6.104e-4 1.051e-4 1.871e-5 3.308e-6 5.848e-7 1.034e-7
S˚ “ H in (4.3): Estimators (odd rows) & Effectivity Indices (even rows)
64 5.729e-2 7.763e-3 1.487e-3 2.632e-4 4.652e-5 8.224e-6 1.454e-6
1.075 1.597 1.765 1.767 1.767 1.767 1.767
128 2.881e-2 3.383e-3 8.710e-4 1.565e-4 2.766e-5 4.891e-6 8.645e-7
1.075 1.388 2.063 2.095 2.095 2.095 2.095
256 1.444e-2 1.689e-3 5.883e-4 1.167e-4 2.063e-5 3.648e-6 6.448e-7
1.075 1.384 2.788 3.121 3.121 3.121 3.121
512 7.231e-3 8.443e-4 3.903e-4 1.055e-4 1.866e-5 3.299e-6 5.832e-7
1.075 1.383 3.713 5.638 5.642 5.642 5.642
S˚ ‰ H in (4.3): Estimators (odd rows) & Effectivity Indices (even rows)
64 5.729e-2 7.668e-3 1.370e-3 2.422e-4 4.282e-5 7.569e-6 1.338e-6
1.075 1.577 1.626 1.626 1.626 1.626 1.626
128 2.881e-2 3.330e-3 6.870e-4 1.215e-4 2.148e-5 3.797e-6 6.712e-7
1.075 1.366 1.627 1.627 1.627 1.627 1.627
256 1.444e-2 1.660e-3 3.437e-4 6.086e-5 1.076e-5 1.902e-6 3.362e-7
1.075 1.360 1.629 1.627 1.627 1.627 1.627
512 7.231e-3 8.301e-4 1.715e-4 3.046e-5 5.385e-6 9.519e-7 1.683e-7
1.075 1.360 1.632 1.628 1.628 1.628 1.628
For the test problem with Cu “ 1, the errors ~uh´ u~ε ;Ω are compared with the
corresponding estimators E in Tables 8.1 and 8.2. One observes that the effectivity
indices (computed as the ratio of the estimator to the error) do not exceed 1.633, as
long as S˚ ‰ H for the mesh with obtuse triangles. By contrast, S˚ “ H on the mesh
with obtuse triangles larger and less stable effectivity indices. But the superiority of
the estimator with S˚ ‰ H is particularly evident for the test problem with Cu “ 0
on the mesh with obtuse triangles; compare the effectivity indices for the two choices
of S˚ in Table 8.3. Some additional numerical results are given in Appendix A.
Overall, for the considered ranges of ε and N , the aspect ratios of the mesh ele-
ments take values between 2 and 3.6e+8. Considering these variations, our estimator
E performs quite well and its effectivity indices do not exceed 1.63 and stabilize as
ε Ñ 0 and N increases (as long as S˚ ‰ H is used for the mesh with obtuse trian-
gles). We have also observed that the inclusion of the estimator components τ JS in
(4.3) for S P S˚ ‰ H, in general, yields a superior estimator. A more comprehensive
numerical study of the proposed estimator certainly needs to be conducted, and will
be presented elsewhere.
9. Lower error bounds. Estimator efficiency. Throughout this section,
we additionally assume that fpx, y;uq ´ fpx, y; vq À |u ´ v|, and use the additional
notation JS :“ rBνuhsS and ωS :“ T YT 1 for any S “ BT XBT 1 P S (with the obvious
modification ωS :“ T for the case S Ă BT X BΩ).
9.1. Standard lower error bounds are not sharp. Numerical exam-
ple. Consider a simple test problem (1.1) with ε “ 1, the unique exact solution
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Table 9.1
Lower error estimators for test problem with u “ sinppiaxq and ε “ 1.
a “ 1 a “ 3
N “ 20 N “ 40 N “ 80 N “ 20 N “ 40 N “ 80
Errors ~uh ´ u~ε ;Ω (odd rows) & }hT pfh ´ fIhq}Ω (even rows)
M “ 2N 1.01e-1 5.04e-2 2.52e-2 9.26e-1 4.56e-1 2.27e-1
3.87e-4 4.84e-5 6.05e-6 2.87e-2 3.59e-3 4.50e-4
M “ 8N 1.01e-1 5.04e-2 2.52e-2 9.26e-1 4.56e-1 2.27e-1
1.07e-4 1.34e-5 1.68e-6 7.95e-3 9.97e-4 1.25e-4
M “ 32N 1.01e-1 5.04e-2 2.52e-2 9.26e-1 4.56e-1 2.27e-1
2.70e-5 3.38e-6 4.22e-7 2.00e-3 2.51e-4 3.14e-5
M “128N 1.01e-1 5.04e-2 2.52e-2 9.26e-1 4.56e-1 2.27e-1
6.76e-6 8.45e-7 1.06e-7 5.01e-4 6.28e-5 7.86e-6
E using %Spr19sq (odd rows) & Effectivity Indices (even rows)
M “ 2N 2.89e-1 1.45e-1 7.24e-2 2.51e+0 1.26e+0 6.33e-1
2.87 2.88 2.88 2.72 2.78 2.79
M “ 8N 1.32e-1 6.59e-2 3.30e-2 1.17e+0 5.86e-1 2.93e-1
1.31 1.31 1.31 1.26 1.29 1.29
M “ 32N 6.27e-2 3.14e-2 1.57e-2 5.62e-1 2.82e-1 1.41e-1
0.62 0.62 0.62 0.61 0.62 0.62
M “128N 3.10e-2 1.55e-2 7.75e-3 2.79e-1 1.39e-1 6.97e-2
0.31 0.31 0.31 0.30 0.31 0.31
E using %Sp§9.3q (odd rows) & Effectivity Indices (even rows)
M “ 2N 3.00e-1 1.50e-1 7.52e-2 2.61e+0 1.32e+0 6.59e-1
2.98 2.98 2.98 2.82 2.89 2.90
M “ 8N 2.51e-1 1.26e-1 6.28e-2 2.25e+0 1.13e+0 5.64e-1
2.49 2.49 2.49 2.43 2.47 2.48
M “ 32N 2.47e-1 1.23e-1 6.18e-2 2.21e+0 1.11e+0 5.56e-1
2.45 2.45 2.45 2.39 2.44 2.45
M “128N 2.46e-1 1.23e-1 6.17e-2 2.21e+0 1.11e+0 5.55e-1
2.44 2.45 2.45 2.39 2.43 2.45
u “ sinppiaxq (for a “ 1, 3), and f “ u ´ F px, yq on Ω “ p0, 1q2. We employ the
triangulation obtained by drawing diagonals from the tensor product of the uniform
grids t iN uNi“0 and t jM uMj“0 respectively in the x- and y-directions (with all diagonals
having the same orientation). The standard lumped-mass quadrature, i.e. T˚ :“ H
in (3.2), will be used in numerical experiments in this section (while the anisotropic
quadrature with T˚ :“ T produces very similar results on this mesh).
For this problem, we compare two lower error estimators: obtained using the
standard bubble function approach [19] (see also Lemma 9.1 in §9.2) and the one
obtained in §9.3 (combine Theorem 9.4 with Lemma 9.1). They can be described by
E :“
! ÿ
SPSzBΩ
%S J
2
S ` }hT f Ih}2Ω
)1{2 À ~uh ´ u~ε ;Ω ` }hT pfh ´ f Ihq}Ω, (9.1a)
where the weight %S for S P SzBΩ is defined by
%S “
$&% %Spr19sq “ |S| minTĂωSthT u, [19] using bubble functions (also §9.2),
%Sp§9.3q “ 12 |ωS |, see Theorem 9.4 in §9.3.
(9.1b)
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(To be more precise, when %Sp§9.3q is used, the term }hT pfh´ f Ihq}Ω in the right-hand
side of (9.1a) should be replaced by a larger }HT oscpfh ;T q}Ω; see §9.3 for details.)
To address whether the left-hand side E in (9.1a) is sharp, the errors ~uh´u~ε ;Ω
(as well as }hT pfh ´ f Ihq}Ω) are compared with E in Table 9.1. Clearly, the standard
lower estimator using the weights %Spr19sq is not sharp. Not only its effectivity indices
strongly depend on the ratio M{N , but, perhaps more alarmingly, E converges to
zero as M{N increases, i.e. the mesh is anisotropically refined in the wrong direction
(while the error remains almost independent of M{N). By contrast, the estimator of
§9.3 performs quite well, with the effectivity indices stabilizing.
When comparing the two estimators, note that %Spr19sq » %Sp§9.3q when |S| »
diamωS , however, %Spr19sq ! %Sp§9.3q when |S| ! diamωS , i.e. for short edges. Hence,
our numerical experiments suggest that it is the short-edge jump residual terms in
the standard lower estimator that are not sharp. We shall address this theoretically
in §9.3.
9.2. Lower error bounds using the standard bubble approach. Here, for
completeness, we prove a version of the lower error bounds from [19, Theorem 4.3] for
the semilinear case (similar, but less sharp bounds can also be found in [18, 20]).
Lemma 9.1. For a solution u of (1.1) and any uh P Sh, one has
mint1, hT ε´1u}f Ih}T À ~uh ´ u~ε ;T `mint1, hT ε´1u}fh ´ f Ih}Tlooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
“:YT
@T P T , (9.2a)
|S|1{2 ˇˇεJS ˇˇ À ÿ
TPωS
YT mintε, hT u´1{2 @S P SzBΩ. (9.2b)
Corollary 9.2. If |ωz| » |T | for any T Ă ωz, then
mint1, εh´1z u1{2 }ε rJz}ωz `mint1, hzε´1u}f Ih}ωz À ÿ
TĂωz
YT ,
where rJz :“ max
SPγz :|S|»Hz
ˇˇ
JS
ˇˇ
loooooooomoooooooon
“: pJz
` thzH´1z u1{2 max
SPγz :|S|!Hz
ˇˇ
JS
ˇˇ
loooooooomoooooooon
“:J˚z
. (9.3)
Remark 9.3 (Estimator efficiency under an adaptive-mesh-alignment condition).
It appears that the above result is as sharp as one can get using the bubble function
approach, while in §9.1 we have seen that the short-edge jump residual terms are not
sharp in such bounds. On the other hand, the interpolation error bounds suggest that
a reasonably optimal and correctly-aligned mesh may be expected to satisfy J˚z À pJz.
Consequently, it appears reasonable to impose a mild version of this condition:
εJ˚z À ε pJz `mint1, εh´1z u´1{2 mint1, hzε´1u}f Ih}L8pωzq. (9.4)
when constructing a mesh adaptively. Clearly, if both (9.4) and the condition of the
above corollary are satisfied for all z P N , then the upper error estimator from (1.2)
is efficient.
Proof of Lemma 9.1. (i) On any T P T , consider w :“ f Ih φ1φ2φ3, where tφiu3i“1
are the standard hat functions associated with the three vertices of T . Now, a standard
calculation yields }f Ih}2T » xf Ih , wy. So, using f Ih “ ´ε24uh ` f Ih and (1.1) yields
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}f Ih}2T » ε2x∇puh ´ uq,∇wy ` xf Ih ´ fp¨;uq, wy. Next, invoking }∇w}T À h´1T }w}T ,
one arrives at
}f Ih}2T À
´
pεh´1T ` 1q~uh ´ u~ε ;T ` }fh ´ f Ih}T
¯
}w}T .
Here we also used |f Ih´fp¨;uq| À |uh´u|` |fh´f Ih |. The desired result (9.2a) follows
in view of }w}T À }f Ih}T and εh´1T ` 1 » mint1, hT ε´1u´1.
(ii) For each of the two triangles T Ă ωS , introduce a triangle rT Ď T with an
edge S such that | rT | » mintε, hT u|S|. Next, set w :“ JS rφ1rφ2, where rφ1 and rφ2 are
the hat functions on the triangulation t rT uTĂωS associated with the two end points
of S (with w :“ 0 on each T z rT for T Ă ωS). A standard calculation using 4uh “ 0
in T Ă ωS and (1.1), yields
|S| pεJSq2 » ε2
ż
S
w rBνuhsS “ ε2x∇uh,∇wy “ ε2x∇puh ´ uq,∇wy ´ xfp¨;uq, wy.
Next, invoking }∇w}T À mintε, hT u´1}w}T for any T Ă ωS , we arrive at
|S| pεJSq2 À
ÿ
TPωS
´
mint1, hT ε´1u´1~uh ´ u~ε ;T ` }fh}T
¯looooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
ÀYT mint1, hT ε´1u´1 by (9.2a)
}w}Tlomon
»mintε, hT u1{2|S|1{2|JS |
.
In view of mint1, hT ε´1u´1 mintε, hT u1{2 ε´1 » mintε, hT u´1{2, one gets (9.2b).
9.3. New lower error bound with sharp short-edge jump residual terms.
Throughout this section, we make additional restrictions on the anisotropic mesh as
follows. Let Ω :“ p0, 1q2, and txiuni“0 be an arbitrary mesh in the x direction on the
interval p0, 1q. Then, let each T P T , for some i, (i) have the shortest edge on the line
x “ xi; (ii) have a vertex on the line x “ xi`1 or x “ xi´1 (see Fig. 9.1). Also, let
N “ Nani, i.e. each z P N be an anisotropic node in the sense of (2.3) and satisfy
A1ani. The above conditions essentially imply that all mesh elements are anisotropic
and aligned in the x-direction. The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 9.4 (Short-edge jump residual terms). Let u and uh respectively satisfy
(1.1) and (3.1), and Ωi :“ pxi´1, xi`1q ˆ p0, 1q. If either no no quadrature is used in
Ωi (i.e. (3.1) involves xfh, vhyh “ xfh, vhy @vh P Sh with support in Ωi), or x¨, ¨yh is
defined by (3.2)–(3.5) with either T X Ωi Ă T ˚, or Ωi X T ˚ “ H, thenÿ
SPSXtx“xiu
mintε|S|, |ωS |u
`
εJS
˘2 À ~uh ´ u~2ε ;Ωi ` }λT oscpfh ;T q}2Ωilooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon
“řTĂΩi Y2T “: Y2i
. (9.5)
xi´1xixi`1
Fig. 9.1. Partially structured anisotropic mesh considered in §9.3.
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To prove this theorem, we shall use an auxiliary result.
Lemma 9.5. (i) If γz Xtx “ xiu is formed by exactly two edges S´ and S`, thenˇˇ
JS` ´ JS´
ˇˇ À hzH´1z ÿ
SPγzztx“xiu
|JS |. (9.6)
(ii) If γzXtx “ xiu is formed by a single edge S ,` then JS´ in (9.6) is replaced by 0.
Proof. (i) Note that in this case z R BΩ. Using the notation tTiu of §5 (see
Fig. 5.1, centre), let J∇uhKBTi´1XBTi :“ ∇uh ˇˇBTi´∇uh ˇˇBTi´1 . Then řSPγzJ∇uhKS “ 0.
Multiplying this relation by the unit vector ix in the x-direction, and noting thatJ∇uhKS˘ ¨ ix “ ˘JS˘ , one gets the desired assertion. We also use the observation that
for S P γzztx “ xiu, one has |J∇uhKS ¨ ix| » |JS νS ¨ ix|, where νS is a unit vector
normal to S, where, in view of A1ani, one has |νS ¨ ix| À hzH´1z .
(ii) Now z P BΩ, so extend uh to R2zΩ by 0 and imitate the above proof with the
modification that now
ř
SPSzJ∇uhKS “ 0. When dealing with the two edges on BΩ,
note that for S P Sz X BΩ, one gets νS ¨ ix “ 0.
Proof of Theorem 9.4. Set H :“ xi`1 ´ xi´1, and θ :“ min
 
εH´1, 12
(
, and
then rxi˘1 :“ xi ˘ θ|xi˘1 ´ xi| and rΩi :“ prxi´1, rxi`1q ˆ p0, 1q (so Ωi is a rectangular
domain, at least, twice as narrow as Ωi). Furthermore, define a triangulation rTi onrΩi by dividing each trapezoid in the partition T X rΩi into two triangles.
Now, define v P CpΩ¯q with support in rΩi (so v “ 0 on BrΩi) using the standard
piecewise-linear interpolation on rTi. Its node values in the interior of rΩi are defined
by vpzq :“ JS for any z P N on tx “ xiuzBΩ, where S P γz X tx “ xiu is any vertical
short edge originating at z. (For definiteness, let S connect z with the node above it.)
Also, let vh P Sh be the piecewise-linear interpolant of v on the original trian-
gulation T (then v P CpΩ¯q has support in Ωi), and w :“ v ´ θvh. Now, a standard
calculation yields
ε2x∇puh ´ uq,∇vy ` x pfh ´ fp¨;uq, vyloooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooon
“:ψ1
“ ε2x∇uh,∇vy ` x pfh, vy ,
“ ε2xBxuh, Bxwy ` ε2xByuh, Bywy ` x pfh, vy ´ θx pfh, vhyhlooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooon
“:ψ2
.
(9.7)
Here we used a function pfh « fh, which will be specified later subject to the condition
}λT p pfh ´ fhq}Ωi À }λT oscpfh ;T q}Ωi ď Yi.
With νx :“ pν ¨ ixqix (which is the standard vector projection of the outward
normal vector ν onto ix), one gets
xBxuh, Bxwy “
ÿ
SĂSXΩi
ż
S
r∇uh ¨ νxsw “
ÿ
SĂSXtx“xiu
ż
S
r∇uh ¨ νxsw,
where for S Ă S X Ωiztx “ xiu, we used
ş
S
w “ ş
S
v ´ θ ş
S
vh “ 0 (as each of v
and vh is linear on its support on S, and v “ vh on tx “ xiu). Next, note that for
S Ă S X tx “ xiu, one has |S| » H´1|ωS |, while r∇uh ¨ νxs “ JS and w “ p1 ´ θqv
with v ě JS ´ oscpv ;Sq (as v “ JS at one of the end points of S), so
xBxuh, Bxwy ě p1´ θqH´1
ÿ
SĂSXtx“xiu
|ωS | JS
 
JS ´ oscpv ;Sq
(
.
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Combining the latter with (9.7) multiplied by θH, and noting that 1 ´ θ ě 12 , one
now getsÿ
SĂSXtx“xiu
θ|ωS | pεJSq2 À
ÿ
SĂSXtx“xiu
θ|ωS |
`
ε oscpv ;Sq˘2 ` pθHq|ψ1 ´ ψ2| . (9.8)
We claim that, to complete the proof, it suffices to get a somewhat similar bound:
ÿ
SĂSXtx“xiu
θ|ωS | pεJSq2 À Y2i `
ÿ
SĂSXtx“xiu
θ|ωS |
`
εH|S|´1 oscpv ;Sq˘2. (9.9)
Indeed, this implies (9.5), as here in the left-hand side, θ|ωS | » mintε|S|, |ωS |u. Fur-
thermore, using Lemma 9.5 to estimate oscpv ;Sq, the sum in the right-hand side
of (9.9) is bounded by
ř
SĂSXΩiztx“xiu θ|ωS | pεJSq2 À
ř
TĂΩi Y2T » Y2i . The latter
assertion follows from (9.2b) in view of θ|ωS | » mintεhT , |ωS |u À mintε|S|, hT |S|u for
any T Ă ωS . So it remains to derive (9.9) from (9.8).
For ψ1, defined in (9.7), in view of |fh´fp¨;uq| À |uh´u| and }λT p pfh´fhq}Ωi À Yi,
one has
|ψ1| À Yi
!
ε}∇v}rΩi ` }λ´1T v}rΩi
)
. (9.10a)
Here, recalling the definition of v, note that Byv “ 0 in any triangle in rTi with a single
vertex on tx “ xiu, while Byv “ ˘|S|´1oscpv ;Sq and | rT | » θ|ωS | for any trianglerT P rTi sharing an edge S with tx “ xiu, so
}ε Byv}2rΩi À
ÿ
SĂSXtx“xiu
θ|ωS |
`
ε|S|´1oscpv ;Sq˘2. (9.10b)
Furthermore, any triangle rT P rTi touches an edge S Ă tx “ xiu such that |ε Bxv| À
εpθHq´1 max rT |v| “ εpθHq´1JS , while λ´1T » εpθHq´1 implies a similar bound for
|λ´1T v|. Combining these observations with | rT | » θ|ωS | yields
}ε Bxv}2rΩi `}λ´1T v}2rΩi À
ÿ
SĂSXtx“xiu
θ|ωS |
`
εpθHq´1JS
˘2 “ pθHq´2 ÿ
SĂSXtx“xiu
θ|ωS | pεJSq2.
(9.10c)
To estimate ψ2 (defined in (9.7)), set pfhpx, yq :“ f Ihpxi, yq and pvpx, yq :“ vpxi, yq
in Ωi. Note that
xByuh, Byvy “ θ xByuh, Byvhy,
ż
rΩi pfhpv rϕipxq “ θ
ż
Ωi
pfhpv ϕipxq, (9.11)
where rϕipxq and ϕipxq are the standard one-dimensional hat functions on the intervals
prxi´1, rxi`1q and pxi´1, xi`1q, respectively, with rϕipxiq “ ϕipxiq “ 1. For the first
relation in (9.11), we relied on the observations made on Byv when obtaining (9.10b),
as well as similar properties of vh.
First, consider the case of no quadrature used in Ωi, i.e. x pfh, vyh “ x pfh, vy. Then
ψ2 “
ż
rΩi pfh`v ´ pv rϕipxq˘´ θ
ż
Ωi
pfh`vh ´ pv ϕipxq˘. (9.12)
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From this one can show (we shall comment on this below) that
|ψ2| À
››mint1, hT ε´1u f Ih››Ωilooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
ÀYi by (9.2a)
! ÿ
SPSXtx“xiu
θ|ωS |
`
mint1, |S|ε´1u´1loooooooooomoooooooooon
Àε|S|´1θ´1
oscpv ;Sq˘2)1{2.
(9.13)
Now, combining (9.10) and (9.13) with (9.8) one arrives at the desired assertion (9.9).
To complete the proof, we still need to show that that (9.13) follows from (9.12),
as well as }λT p pfh ´ fhq}Ωi À }λT oscpfh ;T q}Ωi . For each T Ă Ωi, introduce the
minimal rectangle RT “ pxi´1, xi`1q ˆ py´T , y`T q containing T (i.e. py´T , y`T q is the
range of y values within T ). Note that, crucially, by condition A1ani there is K À 1
such that |RT | » |T | and RT Ă ωpKqT X Ωi, with the notation ωpj`1qT for the patch of
elements in/touching ω
pjq
T and ω
p0q
T :“ T . Now, |v ´ pv rϕi| ď oscpv ;RT X tx “ xiuq
for any T Ă Ωi, so (9.12) implies a version of (9.13) with f Ih replaced by pfh, and
oscpv ;Sq replaced by oscpv ;RT X tx “ xiuq. As hT 1 » hT and HT 1 » HT for any
triangle T 1 X RT ‰ H, (9.13) follows. Similarly, | pfh ´ fh| ď oscpf Ih ;RT q for any
T Ă Ωi implies }λT p pfh ´ fhq}Ωi À }λT oscpfh ;T q}Ωi .
Finally note that (9.12) is valid only if no quadrature is used in Ωi. Otherwise,
the estimation of ψ2 needs to be slightly adjusted. For the case T X Ωi Ă T ˚, tweak
the definition of pfh to pfhpx, yq :“ sfipyq, where sfipyq is a one-dimensional piecewise-
constant interpolant of fh on tx “ xiu X Ω such that it is constant on each edge
S Ă tx “ xiu. With this modification,
ş
Ωi
pfhpv rϕipxq “ x pfh, vyh, so the second term
in (9.12) vanishes, while all other arguments apply. For the case Ωi X T ˚ “ H,
one has x pfh, vyh “ şΩp pfh, vqI , so the bound (9.13) on ψ2 will additionally include
}λT oscpf Ih ;T q}Ωi}λ´1T v}rΩi , so (9.10c) is employed again for this additional term.
Remark 9.6. Combing the lower error bounds (9.2) and (9.5) and comparing
the resulting lower bound with the upper error bound (1.2), one concludes that for
the estimator to be efficient, the term mint1, εh´1z u}εJz}2ωz should be replaced byř
SPγz mintε|S|, |ωz|u pεJSq2 in (1.2), and, equivalently, in (4.8). When hz Á ε, this
improvement follows from the first relation in (7.7). Otherwise, if Hz À ε, this follows
from |ωz| À ε|S|. For the remaining case hz À ε À Hz, assuming z P Nani under
condition A1ani, this sharper upper bound can be shown for a slightly more intricate
version of τz, defined as follows. Using the notation of (5.1a) and (7.1) (see Fig. 5.1
and Fig. 5.3 (left); also assume that τ˘z;T P L2pΩq has support on T ), set
τz :“
ÿ
i“1,mz
1
2JS´i
`
τ`z;Ti´1 ` τ´z;Ti
˘` φz Nzÿ
i“1
`
αiνi ` βid´1i µi
˘
1px,yqPTi ,
where tαiu and tβiu are chosen to minimize (5.4) subject to the constraints (5.1c), in
which
“Bνuh‰BTi´1XBTi for i “ 1,mz are replaced by 0; see Appendix B.
It appears, however, that in most practical situations, this modification of τz
will not improve the estimator, as the short-edge jump residual terms in the upper
error estimator are expected to be dominated by the other terms (as discussed in
Remark 9.3).
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Appendix A. Additional numerical results. We again consider the test
problem and the meshes from §8, but now look at two components of the the error in
the energy norm. It is reasonable to assume that
~uh ´ u~ε ;Ω »
 
ε2}∇uh ´ p∇uqI}2Ω ` }uh ´ uI}2Ω
(1{2 ` }u´ uI}Ω . (A.1)
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Table A.1
Test problem with Cu “ 1, non-obtuse triangulation (see Fig. 8.1, left): error component 
ε2}∇uh ´ p∇uqI}22 ;Ω ` }uh ´ uI}22 ;Ω
(1{2
from (A.1) compared with E ˇˇ
fh:“fIh
.
N ε “ 1 ε “ 2´5 ε “ 2´10 ε “ 2´15 ε “ 2´20 ε “ 2´25 ε “ 2´30
Errors (odd rows) & Computational Rates (even rows)
64 3.203e-2 5.172e-3 8.450e-4 1.489e-4 2.632e-5 4.653e-6 8.225e-7
1.000 0.997 0.996 0.996 0.996 0.996 0.996
128 1.602e-2 2.591e-3 4.237e-4 7.469e-5 1.320e-5 2.334e-6 4.126e-7
1.000 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.998 0.998 0.998
256 8.011e-3 1.296e-3 2.119e-4 3.740e-5 6.611e-6 1.169e-6 2.066e-7
1.000 1.000 1.003 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999
512 4.006e-3 6.478e-4 1.057e-4 1.871e-5 3.308e-6 5.848e-7 1.034e-7
S˚ “ H in (4.3): Estimators (odd rows) & Effectivity Indices (even rows)
64 3.290e-2 6.984e-3 1.159e-3 2.047e-4 3.618e-5 6.396e-6 1.131e-6
1.027 1.350 1.372 1.374 1.375 1.375 1.375
128 1.646e-2 2.695e-3 5.802e-4 1.023e-4 1.808e-5 3.196e-6 5.651e-7
1.027 1.040 1.369 1.370 1.370 1.370 1.370
256 8.230e-3 1.335e-3 2.908e-4 5.115e-5 9.042e-6 1.598e-6 2.826e-7
1.027 1.030 1.372 1.368 1.368 1.368 1.368
512 4.115e-3 6.667e-4 1.460e-4 2.558e-5 4.522e-6 7.993e-7 1.413e-7
1.027 1.029 1.382 1.367 1.367 1.367 1.367
Table A.2
Test problem with Cu “ 1, non-obtuse triangulation (see Fig. 8.1, left): error component
}u´ uI}Ω from (A.1) compared with the estimator component }fh ´ fIh}Ω .
N ε “ 1 ε “ 2´5 ε “ 2´10 ε “ 2´15 ε “ 2´20 ε “ 2´25 ε “ 2´30
Errors (odd rows) & Computational Rates (even rows)
64 2.242e-4 6.120e-4 6.496e-4 6.567e-4 6.571e-4 6.571e-4 6.571e-4
2.000 2.004 2.006 2.006 2.006 2.006 2.006
128 5.607e-5 1.525e-4 1.617e-4 1.635e-4 1.636e-4 1.636e-4 1.636e-4
2.000 2.002 2.003 2.003 2.003 2.003 2.003
256 1.402e-5 3.807e-5 4.036e-5 4.077e-5 4.079e-5 4.080e-5 4.080e-5
2.000 2.001 2.002 2.002 2.002 2.002 2.002
512 3.505e-6 9.510e-6 1.008e-5 1.018e-5 1.019e-5 1.019e-5 1.019e-5
S˚ “ H in (4.3): Estimators (odd rows) & Effectivity Indices (even rows)
64 2.661e-3 5.762e-4 6.484e-4 6.567e-4 6.571e-4 6.571e-4 6.571e-4
11.867 0.941 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
128 6.671e-4 1.435e-4 1.614e-4 1.634e-4 1.636e-4 1.636e-4 1.636e-4
11.897 0.941 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
256 1.670e-4 3.579e-5 4.029e-5 4.077e-5 4.079e-5 4.080e-5 4.080e-5
11.913 0.940 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
512 4.178e-5 8.938e-6 1.006e-5 1.018e-5 1.019e-5 1.019e-5 1.019e-5
11.921 0.940 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
This error decomposition is useful as the two error components in (A.1) exhibit some-
what different behaviour in our experiments, as » ε1{2N´1 and » N´2, respectively
(compare, for example, the upper parts of Tables A.1 and A.2). Furthermore, one
can identify that E ˇˇ
fh:“fIh (obtained from (4.2) by replacing fh with its linear inter-
polant f Ih) essentially estimates the first error component in (A.1) (see Table A.1),
while }fh ´ f Ih}Ω provides a reasonable estimator for the remaining error component
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Table A.3
Test problem with Cu “ 1, mesh with obtuse triangles (see Fig. 8.1, right): error component 
ε2}∇uh ´ p∇uqI}22 ;Ω ` }uh ´ uI}22 ;Ω
(1{2
from (A.1) compared with E ˇˇ
fh:“fIh
.
N ε “ 1 ε “ 2´5 ε “ 2´10 ε “ 2´15 ε “ 2´20 ε “ 2´25 ε “ 2´30
Errors (odd rows) & Computational Rates (even rows)
64 3.334e-2 5.274e-3 8.452e-4 1.489e-4 2.632e-5 4.653e-6 8.225e-7
0.998 0.997 0.996 0.996 0.996 0.996 0.996
128 1.669e-2 2.642e-3 4.236e-4 7.469e-5 1.320e-5 2.334e-6 4.126e-7
0.999 0.999 1.001 0.998 0.998 0.998 0.998
256 8.352e-3 1.322e-3 2.117e-4 3.740e-5 6.611e-6 1.169e-6 2.066e-7
1.000 1.000 1.005 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999
512 4.177e-3 6.611e-4 1.055e-4 1.871e-5 3.308e-6 5.848e-7 1.034e-7
S˚ “ H in (4.3): Estimators (odd rows) & Effectivity Indices (even rows)
64 3.534e-2 8.142e-3 1.516e-3 2.681e-4 4.739e-5 8.378e-6 1.481e-6
1.060 1.544 1.794 1.800 1.801 1.801 1.801
128 1.771e-2 3.552e-3 8.840e-4 1.586e-4 2.803e-5 4.955e-6 8.759e-7
1.061 1.344 2.087 2.123 2.123 2.123 2.123
256 8.864e-3 1.770e-3 5.936e-4 1.174e-4 2.076e-5 3.670e-6 6.487e-7
1.061 1.339 2.804 3.139 3.140 3.140 3.140
512 4.434e-3 8.842e-4 3.927e-4 1.057e-4 1.870e-5 3.305e-6 5.843e-7
1.061 1.337 3.722 5.648 5.652 5.652 5.652
S˚ ‰ H in (4.3): Estimators (odd rows) & Effectivity Indices (even rows)
64 3.534e-2 8.137e-3 1.372e-3 2.422e-4 4.282e-5 7.569e-6 1.338e-6
1.060 1.543 1.623 1.627 1.627 1.627 1.627
128 1.771e-2 3.550e-3 6.886e-4 1.215e-4 2.148e-5 3.797e-6 6.712e-7
1.061 1.343 1.626 1.627 1.627 1.627 1.627
256 8.864e-3 1.769e-3 3.453e-4 6.086e-5 1.076e-5 1.902e-6 3.362e-7
1.061 1.338 1.631 1.627 1.627 1.627 1.627
512 4.434e-3 8.839e-4 1.732e-4 3.046e-5 5.385e-6 9.519e-7 1.683e-7
1.061 1.337 1.641 1.628 1.628 1.628 1.628
in (A.1) (see Table A.2). Indeed, for the estimator components in Tables A.1 and A.2
(for the latter, when ε ď 2´5) on the non-obtuse mesh, the effectivity indices do
not exceed 1.382 (related results are given in Table 8.1). For the mesh with obtuse
triangles, analogous results are presented in Tables A.3 and A.4 (with related results
in Table 8.2).
Appendix B. Justification of Remark 9.6. To get a sharper version of the
upper bound (1.2) for our estimator, with mint1, εh´1z u}εJz}2ωz replaced by a sharper
term
ř
SPγz mintε|S|, |ωz|u pεJSq2, we need to tweak the definition of τz in (5.1). To
be more precise, whenever hz À ε À Hz and h˚z fi Hz, let
τz :“ τ 1z `
$’&’%
ÿ
i“1,m
1
2JS´i
`
τ`z;Ti´1 ` τ´z;Ti
˘
if z P NanizBΩ,
1
2 h˚zJ˚z
`|S`1 |´1τ`z;T1 ` |Sn´ |´1τ´z;Tn˘ if z satisfies A1mix, (B.1a)
τ 1z :“ φz
`
αiνi ` βid´1i µi
˘ @ Ti Ă ωz, J˚z :“ h˚´1z nÿ
i“2
|S´i |JS´i . (B.1b)
Here we use the notation of (5.1a) and (7.1) (see Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.3 (left)), assuming
that τ˘z;T P L2pΩq has support on T , while m “ mz, n “ nz are defined in the proof
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Table A.4
Test problem with Cu “ 1, mesh with obtuse triangles (see Fig. 8.1, right): error component
}u´ uI}Ω from (A.1) compared with the estimator component }fh ´ fIh}Ω .
N ε “ 1 ε “ 2´5 ε “ 2´10 ε “ 2´15 ε “ 2´20 ε “ 2´25 ε “ 2´30
Errors (odd rows) & Computational Rates (even rows)
64 2.412e-4 6.591e-4 6.978e-4 7.063e-4 7.067e-4 7.067e-4 7.067e-4
1.998 2.001 2.001 2.003 2.003 2.003 2.003
128 6.040e-5 1.646e-4 1.743e-4 1.762e-4 1.763e-4 1.763e-4 1.763e-4
1.999 2.001 2.001 2.002 2.002 2.002 2.002
256 1.511e-5 4.113e-5 4.354e-5 4.399e-5 4.402e-5 4.402e-5 4.402e-5
1.999 2.000 2.001 2.001 2.001 2.001 2.001
512 3.779e-6 1.028e-5 1.088e-5 1.099e-5 1.100e-5 1.100e-5 1.100e-5
S˚ “ H in (4.3): Estimators (odd rows) & Effectivity Indices (even rows)
64 2.878e-3 6.274e-4 6.967e-4 7.062e-4 7.067e-4 7.067e-4 7.067e-4
11.931 0.952 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
128 7.223e-4 1.566e-4 1.740e-4 1.762e-4 1.763e-4 1.763e-4 1.763e-4
11.958 0.951 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
256 1.809e-4 3.912e-5 4.347e-5 4.399e-5 4.402e-5 4.402e-5 4.402e-5
11.972 0.951 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
512 4.528e-5 9.777e-6 1.086e-5 1.099e-5 1.100e-5 1.100e-5 1.100e-5
11.979 0.951 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
S˚ ‰ H in (4.3): Estimators (odd rows) & Effectivity Indices (even rows)
64 2.878e-3 6.274e-4 6.967e-4 7.062e-4 7.067e-4 7.067e-4 7.067e-4
11.931 0.952 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
128 7.223e-4 1.566e-4 1.740e-4 1.762e-4 1.763e-4 1.763e-4 1.763e-4
11.958 0.951 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
256 1.809e-4 3.912e-5 4.347e-5 4.399e-5 4.402e-5 4.402e-5 4.402e-5
11.972 0.951 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
512 4.528e-5 9.777e-6 1.086e-5 1.099e-5 1.100e-5 1.100e-5 1.100e-5
11.979 0.951 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
of Lemma 5.6. If z P NB˚Ω, or z P BΩ satisfies A1mix and nz “ 1, the definition (5.1)
of τz remains unchanged.
Lemma B.1. Let τz be modified to (B.1) whenever hz À ε À Hz and h˚z fi Hz.
Set tαi, βiuNzi“1 in (B.1) to minimize (5.4) subject to the constraint rτz ¨νs “ φzrBνuhs
on γz. Then Theorem 4.3(i) is valid with the term mint1, εh´1z u1{2}εJz}ωz in (4.8)
replaced by a sharper
 ř
SPγz mintε|S|, |ωz|u pεJSq2
(1{2
.
Proof. For the case hz Á ε, the sharper version of (4.8) follows from the first
relation in (7.7). Otherwise, if hz ď Hz À ε, this follows from |ωz| À ε|S|.
For the remaining case hz À ε À Hz, using the notation J˚z and pJz of (9.3), we
need to show (4.8) with mint1, εh´1z u1{2}εJz}ωz replaced by tε˚hzu1{2 εJ˚z ` }ε pJz}ωz .
For τz ´ τ 1z, we employ Lemma 7.1; in particular, (7.1b) implies }ε2divpτz ´ τ 1zq}2ωz »
}εpτz ´ τ 1zq}2ωz » ε˚hzpεJ˚zq2. Recalling that gz “ ε2divτz ` θT ;zFT ;z for hz À ε, it
suffices to prove the desired version of (4.8) for }ετ 1z}ωz ` }ε2divτ 1z ` θT ;zFT ;z}ωz . In
fact, it suffices for the latter to be established for one specific set tαi, βiuNzi“1 subject
to rτz ¨ νs “ φzrBνuhs on γz. Here the constraint is equivalent to a version of (5.1c)
taking into account the possibly non-trivial jumps rpτz ´ τ 1zq ¨ νs across γz.
As in the proof of Lemma 5.6, consider three cases (a), (b) and (c).
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(a) Suppose that z satisfies A1mix with nz ě 2. Now, let
αi :“ ε´2diθTi;zp rFTi;z ´Azq : Az Nÿ
i“1
2ε´2θTi;z|Ti| :“ ˚´hzJ˚z. (B.2)
Now, the constraint rτz ¨ νs “ φzrBνuhs on γz yields a version of (5.1c), in which
1
2 h˚zJ˚zp1i“2 ` 1i“nq is subtracted from the right-hand side. Note that the described
version of (5.1c) gives a consistent system for tβiuNi“1 with infinitely many solutions,
which is shown as in the proof of Lemma 5.1. In particular, if z R BΩ, the consistency
of this system can be shown by adding all N equations in this system (and also using
νi ¨
`|S`i |ν`i ` |S´i |ν´i ˘ ` 2|Ti|d´1i “ 0), which yields the second relation in (B.2).
Note that the latter uniquely defines Az and implies |Az| À ε2|ωz|´1˚hzJ˚z.
Next, set β1 :“ 0, and imitate the proof of Lemma 5.6. Now an application of řni“2
to the current version of (5.1c) yields |βnd´1n | » |βnh˚´1z | À maxj“1,...,n |αj |. Conse-
quently, a version of (5.7) implies |βid´1i | À J˚z `maxj“1,...,i |αj | for i “ 2, . . . , n´ 1,
and |βid´1i | À pJz`maxj“1,...,i |αj | for i “ n`1, . . . , N . Note that for i “ 2, . . . , n´1,
one has |Ti| » h˚2z À ε˚hz so }εJ˚z}Ti À tε˚hzu1{2 εJ˚z. Note also that }ε pJz}Ti ď }ε pJz}ωz
for i “ n` 1, . . . , N . Comparing these observations with the desired version of (4.8)
implies that to bound }ετ 1z}ωz , it remains to estimate maxi“1,...,N }εαi}ωz .
For the latter, recall that it was shown in the proof of Lemma 5.1 that if one
sets Az :“ 0 in the current definition of αi, then max }εαi}ωz À }hzε´1f Ih}ωz . For
the remaining component ε´2diθTi;zAz of αi, recall that diθTi;z » hTi À hz À ε, so
ε|ε´2diθTi;zAz| À |Az|. On the other hand, |ε2divτ 1z`θT ;zFT ;z| ď |Az| (it is a current
version of (5.2a)). Hence, to complete the estimation of }ετ 1z}ωz , as well as to bound
}ε2divτ 1z ` θT ;zFT ;z}ωz , we proceed to the bound }Az}ωz À |ωz|1{2pε2|ωz|´1˚hzJ˚zq À
tε˚hzu1{2εJ˚z (in view of tε˚hzu1{2 À |ωz|1{2). This observation completes the proof of
the desired version of (4.8) in case (a).
(b) Next, consider z P NanizBΩ that satisfies A1ani (and so not A1mix). Let
αi :“ ε´2diθTi;zp rFTi;z ´ aiq : Nÿ
i“1
2ε´2θTi;z|Ti|ai “ ´
ÿ
i“1,m
|S´i |JS´i . (B.3)
Now, the constraint rτz ¨ νs “ φzrBνuhs on γz yields a version of (5.1c), in which
1iPt1,mu|S´i |JS´i is subtracted from the right-hand side. Note that the described
version of (5.1c) gives a consistent system for tβiuNi“1 with infinitely many solutions,
which is shown as in the proof of Lemma 5.1. To be more precise, adding all N
equations in this system (and also using νi ¨
`|S`i |ν`i `|S´i |ν´i ˘`2|Ti|d´1i “ 0) yields
the second relation in (B.3).
Set
ai :“
"
Az` for i “ 1, . . . ,m,
Az´ for i “ m` 1, . . . , N, Az`
mÿ
i“1
2ε´2θTi;z|Ti| :“ rσz ,
where rσz is from (5.8), while Az´ is now uniquely defined by the second relation in
(B.3). Then, |Az` | À εH´1z |εh´1z rσz| and |Az´ | À |Az` | ` εH´1z |εJz|. Combining these
two observations with (5.11) (which was obtained under assumption A1ani), one gets
Az :“ max
i“1,...,N |ai| À εH
´1
z |εJz| ` hzε´1| sFz| ` ÿ
TĂωz
λT oscpf Ih ;T q (B.4)
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(where we also used εH´1z À 1 for the final two terms).
With these definitions, one gets a version of Lemma 5.1:
|ε2divτ 1z ` θT ;z rFT ;z| ď Az @ T Ă ωz, (B.5a)
}ετ 1z}ωz À }hzε´1p|f Ih | `Azq}ωz ` ε
!Nzÿ
i“1
β2i d
´2
i |Ti|
)1{2
. (B.5b)
Furthermore, the current version of (5.1c) implies a version of (5.9) with 0 in the
right-hand side: β0 ´ βm ` α0ν0 ¨ |S`0 |ν`0 ´ αmνm ¨ |Sm`|νm` “ 0. So for i “ 0,m, set
βi :“ ´αiνi ¨ |S`i |ν`i . For the remaining tβiu, a version of (5.7) in which now Jz is
replaced by pJz, yields
|βid´1i | À max
j“1,...,N |αj | ` | pJz|,
(this is also true for i “ 0,m). Now, imitating the proof of Lemma 5.1, the second
term in the right-hand side of (B.5b) is bounded by the first term ` }ε pJz}ωz . As
hzε
´1 À 1, so }hzε´1Az}ωz À }Az}ωz , so it now remains to estimate }Az}ωz . In fact,
the terms in the right-hand side of the bound (B.4) for Az were estimated in the proof
of Lemma 5.6, except for the component εH´1z |εJz|. For the latter, }εH´1z pεJzq}ωz “
|ωz|1{2εH´1z |εJz| À tεhzu1{2|εJz| (in view of t|ωz|εH´1z u1{2 » tεhzu1{2 combined with
εH´1z À 1). Combining this with hz » h˚z (as z P Nani), and εhz À |ωz|, one gets
}εH´1z pεJzq}ωz À tε˚hzu1{2 εJ˚z ` }ε pJz}ωz . This completes the proof for case (b).
(c) If either z P NB˚Ω satisfies A1ani but not A1mix, or z P BΩ satisfies A1mix and
nz “ 1, then γ˚z “ H, so Jz does not involve J˚z (i.e. Jz “ pJz), so the original version
of (4.8) is equivalent to the desired version of this bound.
